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I TROJUCTION
1.1 Aim and Orientation of the Study
The Auckland urban area ' s transportation needs have been
the subject of much discussion and investigation in recent years.
The

uckland Rapid Rail Symposium of August , 1969

of this state of affairs.

1

was typical

Partly as a consequence of this

symposium , investigations as to the feasibility of a rapid
transit system (specifically rapid rail transit) were re-opened
after a lapse of approximately six years had not seen any
positive action to implement the recommendations contained in
the De Leuw Cather report , "A Regional Transit Plan 11 •

2

The

Minister of Finance , R . D. Muldoon, stipulated in his opening
address to the symposium that a prior condition for Government
financial assistance in respect to the capital cost of a transit
system ,

was that a cost-benefit analysis should be undertaken

in conjunction with the technical and planning investigations.
At the same symposium , J . T . Na rd 3 presented a paper suggesting
broad guidelines and an indication of the approach that would be
appropriate to such an economic analysis .
Having established the need for a cost-benefit analysis ,
the programme of research, begun at the beginning of 1970 and
culminating in this report , was initially orientated toward the
practical application of the guidelines suggested by

'ard .

aim was to evaluate which, if any of the proposed transit
systems was worthwhile on a net social benefit basis and the
1. Auckland Branch , N.Z . Institute of =ngi neers , Proceedings
of the Auckland Rapid Rail Symposium , ~ugust , 1969 .
2 . De Leuw Cather and Company . A ~egional

3. Vard ,

ransit Plan , uly ,
1963.

J • . 'Cost -Benefit Analysis for \uckland ' s Rapid
Transit System~ Pro ceedi ~s of the Auckland Rapid
Rail Symposium , Aug st , 19 9 .
( 1)

The

ranking of the various projects accordingly .
Such an empirical analysis did not prove possible within
the year allocated to produce a meanin ful result , the reasons
being, the incompletion of the updated transportation study
and the ·ncompletion of the technical feasibility and cost
estimation studies.

It was therefore necessary to change the

basic approach of this study

roman empirical analysis to a

suggested theoretical economic analysis .

his ho,ever required

something additional to the mere annotation of the possible
benefits and costs of the various transit systems.

Thus the

emphasis of the study was shi.ted to those areas which are
recognised in the 1 · terature as having a minimum theoretica
basis and
existed and

o those areas where noticeable information gaps
hich would there ore have affec ed

he ultimate

accuracy of an empirical analysis .
Specifically these areas are:1 . The determination o the base system or null alternative .
The system providing the basis for the estimation of
incremental costs and benefi s .

2 . The cons·deration of the transportation planning and
econonic approaches to measuring urban travel demand and the
feasibility of using a consumer surplus approach as a
theoretical basis for the measurement of direct benefits .

3 . ~etailed consideration of the output produced by the urba
transportation planner as a basis for benefit ~easurement
and the integration of the planning and economic approaches .

4.

The imputation of the value of passenger traveling time .

5 . The imputation of the va ue of commercial vehicle time
savings.

6 . The source of accurate vehicle operating costs to be used
in benefit eva uation .
dS

previous y stated the orientation o

the study is a

suggested general and economic appraisal of •uckland's proposed
(2)

transit systems ~ith the objective being to provide a basis
for an empirical cost-benefit analysis if contemplated in the
future by the

uckland Regional Authority and other

organisations responsible

or the 1970 programme of invest-

igations.
1 . 2 ,ature of the Urban Transportation Problem.
The nature of the urban transportation problem :swell
outli ed in the literature and a detailed analysis is therefore
The problem in brief has two elements.

un-~arranted.

Firstly, the problem of traffic congestion generally and
secondly the decline in e:ficiency and usage of commu er rail
and c nventiona

bus transport .

The first element

is a resu t

of the lag between the supply of urban road space and rising
demand concommittant ,ith rising levels of real income per
ijhere cities are readily adaptable to additiona

capita.

free· as and motor ays (as in the
pressure o

merican experience) the

demand for urban road facilities culminates in such

motorised metropolises as Los Angeles; - an urban environme t
heavily dissected and dislocated by urban motorways.
Buchanan

1

As

concludes ''the Pmerican experience suggests that the

belief that

ra fie congestion ~ill itself set a limit to car

ownership is inva id' .

On the econo~ic side L.8.

itch

2

•ri es

tQat "indica ions in America are that the costs of providing
road space for notor vehicle use in large high density urban
centres often substantially exceeds the revenues generated by
motor fuel taxes and other user charges ".

In addition heavy

motor vehicle usage imposes unpriced social costs .
1. Buchanan , C.D . Traffic in Towns .
2 . Fi+ch , L . C. and Associates , Urban Transportation and ublic
Policy.

(3)

The second element of the problem is in many aspects
related to the ~irst s·nce conventional bus public transport
is directly competitive for scarce road space with private
transport, and its efficiency is therefore d. inish db
increasing traff·c congestion .

Coupled

~th risin

car

o nership and a reduction in the number of captive riders ,
patronage

f public transport services has also d·minished.

The relative decline in revenue plus coLstantly rising
ex~e diture (largel

through

age ~aym~nts) has . eat ·ncreased

operating losses ad a tendency to cut u~economic servic s ,
ad the levying of increased fares .

The

ndo bted inferior

social status of p blic transport and the psychological impact
of increased fares leads to a
of usage.

urther decline in the level

~he vicious ci~cle argument therefore prevails .

Oi and Shuldiner

1

repo t th~t budget studies of

merican

urban faoilies reveal the i~portance of travel and tra.

ort-

ation; that the bulk of tra sportation expenditure is
attributable to private trensportation and that t e proportio.
attributable to the private mode is increasing.

Cons me

prefer nces i

'i ~a~c increased use of priv te transportation

particularl

or recreational , shopping a . d other re,ated trip

purposes .

The absolut

decline in pub_ic transport u~age is

relatively ~ore appare t i n the off-peak hou ~s , he . ce a further
fa tor in the urba- transport proble

1 . Oi,

. Y.,

and

huldi.er ,

. c.,

Demands, p . 10 - 22

4)

is the _arge investment

in public transport facilities which only attain maximum
utilisation in the peak hours for the commuter work trip.
The solution to the problem according to many experts is
the building of mass transportation systems which eliminate
direct competition with the private mode and which radically
The argument

improve downtown or central area acces ability.

that the rail mode is a viable alternative to the privacy and
convenience of the private motor car is partly based on a least
The fact

cost solution to increased urban travel demands.

that rapid rail transit is at the present time the most
operationally feasible of the radically different types of
transport is also not without importance.
On the other hand i ilbur Smith and Associates

1

contend

that "it is recognised that better urban public transport
facilities should be developed as a necessary urban service and
not in general as replacements for urban highways".

The issue

is then, despite consuocer preferences, can an urban area and
the national economy afford the investment in both private and
public facilities.

Financial constraints may preclude one of

these investments despite justification on a net social benefit
basis.

If private mode users cannot be diverted to the public

mode it is extremely doubtful if any investment in public
transport can be proved socially worthwhile.

If investment is

deemed desirable on the basis of some redistributive welfare
criteria then the issue is again the source of finance and the
ultimate source of the necessary subsidy, since it is generally
evident that a public transport system is not self supporting
on a user pays principle.
1. ~ilbur Smith and Associates, Transportation and Parking for
Tomorrows Cities.

(5)

1 . 3 Auckland's Urban Transportation Problem
Auckland by comparison with American urban areas
possessing , building or contemplating rapid transit systems ,
does not have an extensively developed urban motorway system.
The level of car ownership although high by world standards
has not reached the American le v el or the expected saturation
level , thus implying that increased demands are likely to be
made for urban motorways, local streets and parking facilites
rather than public transport services.

An intuitive and

somewhat superficial examination of peak hour urban road
capacity suggests that Auckland does not yet suffer the
crippling traffic congestion that prevails in other larger
urban areas of the world .
Auckland's particular urban transport problem is the
declining efficiency of the existing public transport system
and the fact that increased operating losses are continually
being met out of general local authority revenue.

Despite

temporary national Government relief measures this situation
cannot continue indefinitely without some definite policy as
to the future of public transport.

Rather than rationalise

the present disordered system of public transport in the urban
area as a short term solution to the problem , a somewhat
radically new and long term solution has been sought in the
form of a rapid rail transit system .

But , one of the

persuasive arguements put forward for its justification is that
the inevitable high land acquisition costs would be minimal
since existing urban railway right of way could be utilised .
1 . 4 Applicability of Cost-Benefit Analysis:
Financial feasibility of a project en t ails a different
type of approach than that adopted in a cost-benefit analysis.
If a particular project can pay for itself in terms of revenue

(6)

then this may be an ·ndicat ion ~hat it is socially worthwhile ,
provided that indirect costs are not si 0 ni~~caLt .
it is generall

However ,

accepted t a t even despite a new equilibriQ~

of public transport usage , a new publ ic transport system
cannot be self-supporting .

Hence a necessary and concomittant

step in the economic a nalysis of the proposed tra.sit systems
would be consideratio

of financial feasibility over the pro "ect

life.
Hill 1 quotes I1cKean

2

as stating that "cost-benefit analysis

was developed as a technique for examining plans with respect to
their achievement of the singl e ob ·ective of economic
efficiency .

:his ob·ective may be broadly defined as the

maximisation of net projbct or system constribut·on to the regional
or national income.

In the case of public transport

investment the objective function is a proxy for regional or
national income contribution and may be stated as the
minimisation of urban transportation costs .

In terms of the

cost-benefit expression the objective f u nction of economic
efficiency ~s the maximication of net preset value.
Several writers suggest that the empha is placed on
conomic efficier.c

(i.e . the expression of all desirable and

undesirable effects or be .efits ad costs in monetar
may exclude conside~ation of other important
objecti es.

ter~s)

rban community

For insta. ce F"tcb3 suggests that "one of the

most s·gnificant things to be k nown about di f fer~"l.t
transportation systems is the·r di ferential effect on the social ,
1 . Hill , M. , "A Method for the EvaluRtio"l. of ':'ransportation lans" ,
High.ay Research Record , ro. 1QO , 1967.
2 . McKean , R. J., Ef~icienc y in Covernment Through Sy stems Anal y sis.
3. op cit .
( 7)

~hich they operate.

economic ad physical e.·ironmen~
Questions

density versus disper~ion, the arrangements of

activities in spa~e a.d patterns of :iv'ng are involved, none
of vhich are amenable to cost-benefit

cal sis as usually

In attempting to provide some use

conceived " .
decision makin

1 basis for

it must be assumed that such fac or~ alth ·gh

im ortant d

not impin eon the usefu ness of the val ' di • OT

the results

r duced b

as communit

objectives regarding aesthetic factors and

environmental qua 1 it
b

the cost-benefit a al sis.

~re incorporated in the broad vie• taken
issue is

the cost-benefit analrsis , the on

monetar

In so far

~hether

as essment of these factors represents their

or importance .

eighting

hould particular si 0 nifica. ce be attac h ed

to speci ic objectives by polic

makers , then as Hill

1

concludes , "the achievement of speci ied levels of particular
ob ' ec+iv s may serve as constraints on the acceptability of
alternative plans'.
In summary there are several basic reasons why a social
cost-benefit analysis is required in addition to a ~inancial
an~lysis of

uckland ' s transit systems.

1 . ~he impact o

the investment in

be ond the users o

ublic transport ex ends

the improved facility .

Benefits

theoretica~ly accrue t~roughout the urban transport system .
2. The investment is sufficiently large so as to create
external economies ad diseconomies (external i ties) which
must be

uantita i

ely assessed.

3 . The benefit received for transport services and the costs
incurred are not wholly reflected b
1 . op cit .

(8

monetar

out ays .

The

so · al valuatio. o
the fare
pai

the bene its ie therefore greater than

pa"d by public transport users and indirect taxes

by urban road users.

The real costs of urban road

travel should include externalities such as congest"on
costs
Having e~t~blished t e releva ce of cost-benefit analys·s
as the method of economic appraisal a propriate to the

uckland

study , t.e following sections endeavour to pro ide tte b~c~ground
ad t.e met od of approach to t.e numerous problems that have
become evide t i n a pro ·ect

t tal urbn

area

9)

hooe

a nitude exte ds t o t e

BACKGROUND

INFORMATION

2 . 1 The Initial Step - Halcrow Thomas Report
An historical outline is a necessary step toward understanding the present urban transport situation in Auckland and
to obtaining broad dimensions of the problems involved in the
Concern

functioning of the urban transport system as a whole.

for the problems in the functioning of urban transport has no
doubt been shown over a longer period that the twenty year
period which this discussion will concentrate upon.

However

it was probably only at the beginning of the last twenty years
that any definite moves were made toward improving urban
transport, and public passenger transport in particular, in the
Auckland urban area.

In

1949, the New Zealand Government

retained Sir William Halcrow and Mr. J.F . Thomas as Consultants
to report on railway development proposals in the Auckland
Metropolitan Area.

The Thomas-Halcrow Report of 1950 advocated

the electrification of and additions to the suburban rail routes.
The report was accepted and adopted by the Central Government
However shortly after

and some initial work was undertaken .

commencement, further progress was discontinued and the
recommendations made in the Report were allowed to slide
temporarily from the political scene .
It is significant that both the Halcrow-Thomas Report and
the more recent De Leuw Cather Report

1

contained recommendations

that sought to bring rail access to the heart of the central
business district; improved CBD accessability is basic to the
ultimate success of any improved public passenger transport
scheme.

Hence there is some justification to regret

1 . op cit .
(10)

a previous decision to relocate the Central Auckland
railway station from its downtown site to its present
location .

On the other hand , one might reflect upon the

possibilities that had the station remained at its downtown
location as an unattractive , obtrusive and depreciating asset,
it would have proved aesthetically una c ceptable to an
environment of new urban development and incompatible with
the growing demands of current urban dwelling .
In the report produced by Halcrow-Thomas there were a
number of significant recommendations and these are outlined
as follows:1) "That the suburban railways of Auckland be rehabilitated

and electrified as soon as possible between the limits
of the City , Henderson and Papatoetoe or Papakura .
2) That the Morningside Deviation , commencing at the present
Auckland Station and proceeding underground and joining
the existing North Auckland Main Line at Kingsland, be
constructed with sub surface statics in the City at
Shortland Street , New Civic Centre (and a Victoria Park
if found necessary later), also a new station at rch Hill.

3) That connections be provided at Auckland Station to allow
or trains from Newmarket running on to the new line to
the City .
The ~otal capital cost of the recommended
scheme is $10 , 913 , 000.
~he operating account should
show a gain of $26 , 000 .
The total miles of railway to
be electrified is 40 and the number of passengers
25 , 000 , 000 to be carried annually, rising to 33 , 000 , 000
ultimately .

4

That expenditure upon arterial streets in the 1uckland
~etropolitan Area be restricted until results of the
recommended schemes are seen .

5) The reconstruction of the

uckland ransport Board of the
creation of a new traffic authority to administer all
forms of public service transport in Auckland , including
suburban railways the electrification of Nhich should
be conditional upon this .

6

That a specia study be made of the car parking problem
and its relation to the rehabilitation of the railways.

7

Conclusion - Our study of transport arrangements in
Auckland leaves no doubt in our minds that the enquiry
was most necessary , and it is in our opinion very
desirable that a comprehensive scheme for the suburban
railways shou d be decided upon at an early date".
( 11)

Following the presentation of the Consultants ' report
a committee of enquiry was established in 1951 to evaluate
the recommendation.

A parallel can be drawn between the

setting up of this committee and the setting up of the
Committee by Government to report on the De Leuw Cather
proposals.

The paralle

can be taken further since both

Conmittees considered the patronage
Consultants

·ere too high .

igures derived by the

~he 1951 Comm ' t ee endorsed the

Halcrow- homas recommendation regarding the single agency
control of public passenger trqnsport .

Their recommendations

stated,
"That as ecial authority with responsibility for the
control and operation of pas s enger transpor throughout
the whole uckland Metropolitan Area be set up by Statute
and the inister of Transport appoint an advisory body
under Sec ion 7 of the Transport \c to report on the
constitution , powers and responsibilities o such an
Authority, and pendin~ the creation of the new authority to
report on any mat ers re ating to transport development and
co-ordination as they arise ••••• "
allowing the Committee ' s repor

two

the Auckland 1orning~ide Deviation scheme

1954 .

The first by Sir

investigated civi

urther reports on
·ere prepared in

illiam Halcrow and partners ,

engineering aspects of design and

construe ion and the second by Messrs. Merz and Mclellan
investigated the cost and technica

feasibility of

e ectrifying the suburban rail system .
Towards the end of 1954 the Report of the N. Z. ~1ilways
Commission made several interesting poi ts :irst y - "On the basis o the recommendation made by the
t o irms of consultin e gineers in repor s of Apri a
May 1954, the estimated cost of the .. orningside eviation
with electrif'cation of the Auckland suburban ra·1 ay
sys em between Henderson and Papakura is 21 ,752 , 000.
The
overal project is estimated to take
years to complete
from the time instructions are given to proceed" .

5:

(12)

econdly - "To ensure a reasonable fina cial return on the
high capital expenditure involved it is essentia that this
modern form of ra'l transport receive the maximum possible
public patronage , having regard to the necessity for other
for~s of public transport in the City of .uckland.
For this
reason the Commission is of the opinion that the carrying
out of work should be conditional upon - t~e establishment
of an overall public transport co-ordinating authority for
the ~uckland ~etropolitan area , invested ~·th powers to
control and so ensure the orderly co-ordination of all means
of public Lansport 11 •
Thirdly - "The Commission is not satisfied that an effective
co-ordinating transport authority for the ,uckland
Metropolitan Area can be r e adily es+ablished.
..ithout
essential control the co-ordination of public tra n sport there
can be no assurance that an electrified suburban ra·
system
will attract a equate patronage , a~d for this reason the
project cannot be considered as other than a doubtfu
proposition at the present t i e .
In these circumstances
the Commission is unable to recommend that the project be
proceeded with" .
2 . 2 rnhe Master Transportation

lan for Metropo itan

uckland

The Aaster Transportation Flan was a move in the
direction toward co-ordinating the functioning of the urban
transport system .
great dea

As such it endeavoured to assemble a

of basic information , to make comments on

releva t previous proposals and to outline

uture

ransport

developments .
"The plan commented on the fact that at that time the
existing rail services inn cLland carried approxim~tely 4~
of the passengers carried by all forms u i public passenger
transport in the t!etropoli tan Area.
'L'hctt rail transport
did not play a greater part in the Aetropo itan passenger
transport system was due primarily to the absence of
stations in the centr'"-'l business area'' .
Other

actors that were seen as contributing to this

situation w re the low population densities in some
residential areas served by the railway , and the absence of
road to rail feeder bus services .
In commenting on the Halcrow-Thomas Morningside
Deviation proposal the plan stated that Aucklan d ' s most
urgent transport problem was in respect of streets and that

(13)

the scheme or a.

similar sche .. e

1

0

ld no

pasrengers to warr nt deferrin 0 roading

ca ry sufficie .t
roposals .

" ..... i c .ce sho ·s that these rail ay proposa s would be
v r coc~ly ~~ct ould res lt in substantial ·ncreased
lou e to the ~ailway Department .
The Comre·ttee c nnot
r c~m e .d embarking upon t e Deviation proposals :::i. J is
conv: ced that the situation will ~oL lter mat
· ~11y unt·1
uc la. d ' s population is to or thre times the preset
figure'•
The r:nanci 1 responsibility in respect o

constr ctio,

ma _tena ce and o erati nor the suburban rail ray

ste . as

proposed by Halcrow-Thomas was attributed to the N.Z .
Rail·ays Department.
The Master

lan reveal d that a greater return on

invesced capital was possible for road·ng deve opment as
aga·nct rail develop ent ad that traffic congestio
woul

be more rea ily alleviated i

was p~rsued .

investment in urbun motor ·as

~he report states in a some .hat unreliable ad

unsubsta tiated

orm t a t tr ffic co .ge.t·on c0sts (in terms of

time , petrol ad

ther tra1sport operating costs) based o

ca ted traffic vol
the. O!'.'der of

es utilising th

T e capital cost

ng deve opme.t was estimated at approximat 1

3 , 000 , 000 in 1955 on what is assumed
red tta

~u

1955 pries and it ~as

the v~rious stage~ of deve opme t would be

complet d by 1965 or at the latest 1970 , a period of
years .

fore-

exist·ng roads , would be of

100m - $200m between 1960 - 1970.

of pro osed roa

consi

problems

ifteen

The pro ·ects were econoM·c~lly ·ust.fiable on the bas·s

of the sav · ngs in transportation costs and that " t. ey wo ld
protect and stabilize propert
and in the urba

values in the inner c:t~ area

area genera ly , ad ~ould provide an

e sential ¥ra-ework for an orderly and ef · cient development
of the rapidly gro·ing urban area".

F'na cial problems

at the local authority level delayed the commencement date
of the motorway scheme and further delays in the progress
of implementation have substantially altered the original
concepts.

Re-assessment of transport needs was deemed

necessary in

1963 as a consequence of the delays in

implementing the motorway programme .

There was concern

not only at the steady trend toward chaos in Auckland's
traffic conditions, but also at the increasing financial
losses incurred by public passenger transport.

2.3 The Comprehensive Transportation Plan - 1965; A Regional
Transit Plan - 1963; - De Leuw Cather and Company.
De Leuw Cather and Company were the Consultants retained
to undertake the re-assessment of Auckland's transportation
needs for a period of approximately twenty five years.

The

Comprehensive Transportation Plan presented a long range
programme for transportation development and included
motorways, expressways, arterial thoroughfares and local
streets plus operational traffic improvements and automobile
parking facilities.

In addition, the Regional Transit Plan

recommended:"A co-ordinated bus and rail rapid transit plan for
public transportation service in the Auckland Metropolitan
Region.
The rail rapid transit facility would operate along
trunk lines in the several principal corridors where railway
facilities are now located, with an extension to downtown
Auckland via an underground subway along Customs and Queen
Streets to a terminus at the Civic Centre .
The bus lines
tributory to the rail rapid transit corridors will provide
feeder services to the outlying rail stations".
The motorway plan outlined in the Master Transportation
Plan of

1955 was augmented and modified as a result of the

more sophisticated origin-destination surveys and traffic
assignment techniques employed by the Consultants.

Also

significant in the assessment of roading requirements was
the fact that the Consultants were able to employ a modal

(15)

split assignment based upon a

improved service level of

public tra sport in travel corridors served by bot

road and

rail modes.
Th

roading development scheme as outlined by De Leuw

C ther ias programmed in two ten year stages , the
stage erding in 1986 .

atter

Based on 1965 prices t.e esti~ated

costs were as follows:Table 1 . Estimated capital costs of the De leuw Cather
roadin proposals .
19rr - 1976
$?1 , 0?0 , 000
$49 , 860 , 000
$70, 80 , 000

Right of a
Construction
Total:
.o esti ate of r g t of

costs was made be ond 1986 , ~s

dJ

these would have been incurred in the

revious ten year period.

o estimates wee ~ade for associated s
highwa

1976 - 1 986
$ 1 , 570 , noo
$58 , 050 , 000
:9 , c20 , 0 0

face street an

improvements but it ~as stated that the cost of this

necessary part of the programme

~ld be

~

the cost of the motorways and expressways .

the same order as
These cost

estimates are conservat·ve since inflationa J trends were
ignored and also some right of way costs were excluded.
It was stated b

the Co

ultants t a t the direct benefits

to the users of the improved h:ghi y facilities in t.e
of reduced runni.g ti~e a.d operat·ng expense~ ,
least eq iva ent to the annual exp
7.om/an~um ov r 20
traffi

ear~.

diture .

(a

ou d be at
rox·~ately

In addition unco.eeEted

move ent w u d en~ure a more vigorous developme t

of industry and commerce throu 6 .o

t

the regional centres.

n the question of 'mplement~t·on of the scheme the
r

orm

nsulta ts e~

asizect : -

(16)

"that all elements of the transportation system are
closely related and are dependent upon one another; the
public transit improvements , motorways, surface street and
highway system, operational improvements, and parking
facilities .
During the continuing course of accelerated
motorway, highway and surface street construction and
improvements, it will be necessary that all agencies co-operate
closely so that the implementation programme can proceed
economically and efficiently .
Of particular importance is
the integration of motorway construction and surface street
and highway improvements ~here those facilities serve or
augment the motorways" .
Prior to reaching a decision that the most desirable
public transit system was a rapid rail transit - feeder bus
system, the Consultants evaluated an alternative scheme .
The alternative was envisaged as an improved bus system and
advocated a number of improvements over the existing bus
transit system as operated by private companies and the
Auckland Regional Authority.

The proposals advocated the

co-ordination of routes and the avoidance of duplicated
services and that bus routes should be extended to serve newly
developed areas .

In addition , express bus operation on

motorways was seen as an optimum solution to moving commuters
in peak periods.

Improved CBD distribution was deemed

possible by the planning of two downtown delivery loops , each
bus travelling along Queen Street only once .
terninal facilities were also required .

I

Additional
is significant

that a similar recommendation was made in the Master Transportation Plan of

1955 .

The Consultants stated that:-

"It is of basic importance that public transit would
play a major role in the integrated regional transportation
system .
Past experience in most Metropolitan centres as well
as in Auckland , indicates that the proportion of transit users
would continue to decline if transit services were confined
to an all-bus system .
The best that could be expected is
that the number of transit passengers wou ~ remain constant
or pe1;haps show a slight increase in fi....tur years" .

(17)

contrary opinion is expressed by .Ii bur

mith and Ass ciates

1

rho consi er that:"T'lanned urban fretway systems ith conventional bus
transit , enerally w: 1 be ble o accomodate all anticipated
motor vehicle travel except for se ~ents of ~e ected corridors
in very arge urban regions .
In somp cases, demands would
excee~ roadway ca cities in co~: 'ors with major topographic
barriers.
Major urban transit f~cilities "ill be desirable
o relieve overloading o radical freeways in very arge
cit ' es and to increase the central orientation of large
metropolitan regions" .
Increased traffic volumes in thG ~BD in future years would
limit the

However it ,.,as

unctioning of an all bus system.

stated that the impr v d service

~

an all bus system

(suburban rail passenger services eliminate 4

ou d increase

patronage at a moderate rate to a level of 85 , 000,000 annual
passenger trips in 1986 despite a qualification that many
factors impinged on the possibility o
estimates of patronage for a period

obtaining accurate
f twe.ty years.

Capital expenditure involved in implementing the scheme
~as estimated as follows based o

q64 prices:-

Taole 2 . Estimated capital cost of the De Leu
Bus equip~ent - 735 buses
Depots ( 4)
ew bus terniinal
T .L :

Capital expenditu=e for bu es

1as

Cat er
sy~tem .

us

- $13 , 240 , 000
- $ 3 , 560 , 000
2 , 000 , 000
- <t18 , 800 , ooo

ased on existing a.d

required assets , assuming that assets had served a us~ ul
life, an assumption that was a little unrealistic vhen it
was estimated that the average age of a bus:
fleet

as 9 years in re ation to a useful

Annual revenue in 1964 based on
passenger

ife o

15 years.

average fare of 9c per

as estimated at $7 , 0 0 , 000 while annua

(excluding capital servicing c~~rges
1.

the existing

expenses

were estima ed at

/ilbur Smith ar:d As ociates , rrrans ortat · on a11d Parking
for o~orroJs Cities .
(1 )

6 , 640 , 000 - an operating net income of

400 , 00 annually .

On the basis of the previous facts and a comparison of
the two transit systems the vonsulta ts concluded that the
all bus system would not meet Auc~land's

eeds in the future .

Consideration can now be turned to the co-ordinated bus
and rail rapid transit system .
scheme , on the basis o

It is appare t that this

the ear y decis·on

ached Jith regard

to the all bus system , was analysed in co~siderably
detail .

ore

Broadly the scheme was envisaged as being a rapid

transit system vith high frequencies of service and the
utilisation of high speed transit vehicles capable of speeds
approachin 5

ro mph .

The rapid transit vehicles would

existing railways right of

tilise

ay and would operate on the

existing rail tracks , thus ne c essitating the integra ion of
freight and shunting services w·th services of rapid transit .
Two stages of construction and implementation were proposed
with the initial stage utilising exist·ng ra·1 tracks

rom

Puhinui and New Lynn via .ewmarket and subsequen ly to the
central area via an underground extensio
parallel to Queen Street .

up or appro imately

he final stage would extend +hese

routes to serve more of the, etropolitan Area plus the
incorporation of the east diversion line which would serve
the ~as ern Suburbs .

A future possible development was the

extension of the downtown route to link

ith the Ncstern

route in the vicinity of the existing Mt . ~de n 3tation .
In estimating patronage of the rail scheme , the
Consultants considered that indi iduals .o~ld favour the rail
mo e because of dependabilit

- it is significant that

feeder buses , the operation of which determine the ultimate
vuccess of the rail scheme , are subject to delays and
disruptions, si~ilar to those of normal buses .
(1 9 )

User cost

red ctions to diverted c ar users were a so cited as a reason
to j ~tify the higher levels o

patronage oft erai

in comparison to the all bus scheme .

scheme

In assigning

patronage to the rail s cheme a number of transit diversion
curves " ere utilised , bas e d on the land use characteristics
of the various zones -

he density of population and house-

holds , the level of car ownership and the type of transit
acility used.

On these ba s es the estimated annual patronage

of the rail scheme was 82 , 000 , 000 passenger trips in 1964
and 100 , 000 , 000 in 1986 .
Capital expenditure was estima ed on the same basis as
the a 1 bus system , that is all costs were ca culated on 1964
su~mary OT the capita

prices.

expenditure is as follows:-

Table 3. Estimated capital costs of the De Lcuw Catber rapid
rail system .
eeder ~us System
Bu~ e~uipment (530 buses 1964 - 600 b~ses 1986
Depots (3 approximately
Sub-total

$ q , 600 , 000
2 , 400 , 000
$12 , 000 , 000

Rapid .ail System
Downtown subway extension
Improvements to outlying stations
~lectrification , tr-c~age etc.
Maintenance and rep~ir fac:lities
ransit vehicles (104 - 1964, 150 - 1986)
uub-total

$10 , 800 , 000
$ 4 , 000 , 000
$ 3,600 , 000
$ 3,200 , 000
$ 7 , 200 , 000
$28 , 800 , 000
$40 , 800 , 000

TOTnL:

Operating expenses were calculated for the two subsystems in 1964 .

The estimate for the feeder bus system ~as

$4,600 , 000 and for the rail sub-system $2 , 280 , 000 .
Operating revenue in the same year, and assuming that fares
were p a yable on a zonal basis independent of facilities used
and number of transfers made , were calculated to be $7 , 520 , 000
assuming a weighted - average fare o

9 c per pas q enger.

The

calculation on a 1964 basis of revenue and expenditure and
capita

expenditure was made to allo

a direct com_arison with

the all bus system .

However the construct·on phase of the

rapid rail was five years and the first year of operation
would have been 1970 .

Using stra·ght line interpolation

the estimated patronage was 87 , 000,000 annual passenger trips
in 1970 .

In 1964 the surplus of revenue over expenditure

would have been $640,000 and in 1970 the surplus was estimated
at $740 , 000.
were excluded.

In both instances capital servicing charges
Operating income ~as expected to increase

in fut re years by 1% - 2% per annum .
On the question of administration it was stated that it
was logical and practical that the Auckland Regional Authority
control the operation of the co-ordina ed system:"The \uthority should :e empowered to establish the
routes, level of service , type of equipment , ad the fare
schedule for all transit services; and should have the
authority with other public agencies or ~ith private
operators for transit services" .
Although not calculated in definite monetary terms the
benefits to the community as a whole if a rapid rail
transit scheme was put into operation were considered as more
than justifying the high initial capital expenditure:"The quality of transportation service in the form of
better highways and speedier transit acilities will have a
major influence on the area's development , on it's economy ,
and on the amenities it can offer it's citizens" .
Finally , to endorse their conclusions with regard to
the rapid rail transit scheme the Consultants stressed that
the highway transportation network and the recommended
public transit improvements were mutually interdependent and
stated:"that the recommended public transit improvements are
required to avoid additional and unnecessary high ay
improvements.
The cost of additional highway facilities
which would be required to replace the public transport
programme is estimated to be far in excess of the total cost
of the recommended transit improvements.
\re consider that
an additional 10 , 000 parking spaces would be required in the
(21

CBD , at a cost of some $20m - if the public transit
improvement programme is not implemented .
Further it is
est i mated that six to eight lanes of new motorway facilities
would be required to serve the CBD in addition to those
included in the recommended plan , at a total cost of approximately $16 million" .
2.4 Officials Committee Report on De Leuw Cather Proposals
Financial feasibility was not investigated by De Leuw
Cather and Company and it was thus that Cabinet set up the
Officials Committee in 1966.

The Committee produced a

report on the De Leuw Cather recommendations and this was
released by Government in August 1967 .

In their report the

Committee considered firstly , that the levels of patronage
orecasted , for the rail system in particular , were
optimistic; secondly , that the capital expenditure for the
all bus system was over estimated and thirdly, that the
capital expenditure for the rail scheme was conservative.
They estimated the capital cost of the rail scheme as being
$52.2m in comparison to the De Leuw Cather estimate of $40 . 8m.
As a consequence of the lower patronage estimates made by the
Committee , operating l o sses would have been greater than
previously anticipated .
It is disturbing to find that the Committee did not
fully appreciate the Consultants point of view when it was
comr.enting on future traffic congestion .

A lack of precise

viewpoint is typified in the following statement : "If buses were used indefinitely, traffic congestion
would in c rease to the stage where very heavy additional
expenditure on reading would be required to enable road
traffic to move with a reasonable degree of freedom .
It
could wel be that such additional expenditure would exceed
that necessary to introduce a bus/rapid rail service; on
the other hand the rate of growth of the private car is such
that additional expenditure on reading would be needed to
relieve congestion in the 1980 1 s in any case" .

(22)

This statement tends to refute the whole purpose of the
Consultants ' investigations and the implicit conclusion
adopted is that a great deal of investigation is still
necessary before any definite conclusions and decisions can
be made.
The Committee threw doubts upon the extent that the rapid
rail scheme would alleviate traffic congestion problems .

It

was their collective opinion that completed and planned
reading developments plus "reasonable planning and control" ,
could contain congestion at an acceptable level for a
number of years.

For anything meaningful to be attached to

the word congestion, it must be defined in precise terms.
For instance, what is an acceptable level of congestion?
Despite this lack of precise definition the Committee stated
that:"It could be that in 5 to 20 years time the co-ordinated
bus/rapid rail system would provide the only feasible method
of moving large numbers of passengers to and from work at
peak hours in a congested city" .
~n important and exceedingly relevant point which the
Committee notes is as follows:"the absence of a definite exposition of future trends
for the Auckland central business district and the lack of
co-ordina ed plans for the region gives weight and emphasis
to the followin g comment of Buchanan and Partners1 who
undertook an assessment of planning in the central area of
uckland City:
Precisely what form or combination of forms of public
transport would be most appropriate seems to us to still
require more consideration .
The De Leuv Cather Report
dismissed somewhat summarily the possibilities of bus services
of various kinds (feeder and express services operating on
the imp oved highway network.
Our experience suggests that
it will not be possible to make either bus or rail services
pay in the conventional sense; but we think improved bus
services might be more flexib e , cheaper in capital outlay ,
and generally less of a liability than a rail service .
But ,
as we mentioned we regard the matter as requiring a ;reat
deal of furth er study" .
1. Buchanan , C. and Partners, City of ~uckland; Plannin g in
the Central Area on Assessment , July , 1966 .
(23

Despite the Buchanan recommendation that the al -bus
system co

d be adopted because of flexibility and other

factors , the Committee stated "that a firm decisions ould
be taken now to ensure that a bus-rapid rai

transit system

could come into operation during the 1980 1 s - a conclusion
that postpones the issue rather than resolves it.
One of the major factors behind De Leuw Cath r ' s
recommendation of a rapid rail transit scheme· as tre
that existing railways right of
system ,

act

ay could be utilised for the

hus minimising the capital costs in comparison with a
t i s to this factor in particular that

totally new system.

responsibi i y can be attributed for delays in a decision to
implement the scheme .

The question of who pays for the ra'l

part of the scheme , is a very pertinent one •
Committee reported the

uckland Regiona

The Officials

. uthority as being

prepared to meet the an ual loan charges on the capital cost
of rolling stock but that the source of capital and remaining
capital servicing charges should be Government derived .

The

inister of Finance, Mr. ~uldoon stated in his opening address
to the Auckland Rapid Rail Symposium

1

that "The Government

is prepared to raise the necessary capital , but it is proposed
that operating costs , pus interest on capita
the

uck and Region ".

The cost to the Governmen

instance is the o portunity cost of the capita
available to the rapid transit system.
reason
rai

or evaluating the economic

project on a

be recouped in
in this

resources made

This is a valid

easibility of the rarid

national basis, despite the fact that

benefits will be essentially confined to the Auckland region .
1 . op cit .
(24

There are other substantial reasons for Government
caution in respect of Auckland ' s rapid rail project .

Not

the lest of these is the declining status of public passenger
transport, both overseas and locally.

Substantial increases

in operating losses on public passenger transport services
operated by local authorities and on suburban services by
N . Z . Railways are sufficient reason for deferrment of
definite decisions .

The case for improved public transit

system rests on the numerous social benefits that accrue to
these improved systems.

But until these benefits can be

conclusively substantiated within the New Zealand urban
situation, no governing body can hope to make effective and
responsible decisions .
1

2 . 5 Committee of Enquiry into Urban Passenger Transport •
The report of this committee was published in February
1970 and is indicative of possible Government policy on urban
passenger transport .

However some of the recommendations

are directly relevant to the rapid rail project and others
are interesting because they reiterate past recommendations
by other committees and reports outlined in this discussion.
An outline of significant recommendations is as follows:"That in Auckland, Wellington, Christchurch and Dunedin,
urban passenger transport authorities be established . "
"That the principal objectives of an urban passenger
transport authority would be to ensure that the region is
provided with passenger services of a reasonably high
standard, taking int o account both the needs of the area and
its ability to finance the major portion of the cost of
these services" .
"That the primary function of such an authority would be
to control and co-ordinate all scheduled urban passenger
services within its area" .
1 . Report of the Committee of Enquiry into Urban assenger
Transport , Urban Passenger Transport , Transport in New
Zealand , February, 1970 .
(25)

'That th pri qry responsibility or the pro ision and
financing of urban public passenger services s ould rest with
+ e areas a
articul~rly the urban regions receiving the
be1efit of these services " .
''That an increase in the price of petrol should be use
to provide a means of supporting and developi~g urban public
pas"'enger transpo t.
( he rate o: tax le ied ould not
ex~~ed 2 ce.ts er gallon) •
.S.l:'ecificolly a) That the remai.ing 1 c nt of petro tax b i.g aid into
the Consoli ated Re enue Accoun be used to ·ar s the
fina~ci~g of national assista ce or urban passenger
trancport , and
b

~ha urban passenger transport au~~orities e empo ered
to levy a loca petrol tax in the four metropolitan areas
to help improve the position of u~b n passenger services '' ·
: t i s apparent that in recommending a regional petrol

tax , the Co mittee is atte,pting
f

o redistribute t.e burden

increasin 0 op~rati glosses of loca

services, currently born
hidde.

aut~ority passe ger

by rate ayers and t

resolve the

bsidy that rail freight services make to suburban

passenger servic~s .
,ith r~gard to capital grants the Committee r~co. nended:"that the main t.pe of '"'ovtornme.i. t assis ance for urban
assenger tran port should be a ~cheme f grants or loans
or capita ex e.ii~ure.
his ,ould app y t new
e·penditure o a carital nature on urban pu lie p~ssenger
services .
n important exce tion may be where specia
arrangem nts ar made aith the overnment in connection
with a major ne project such as a rapid rail scheme" .
his recom,endation does not~ing t

cla rify the finan c ial

probl e ms of Auckland ' s rapid rail project .
2 . 6 Summary
On

he basis o

the foregoing resume , it is possible to

conc lude that progress toward improving urba

tra sporta ion

genera ly in the Auckland urban area has been confined
essenti lly to a system of urban motor ays
many years behind schedu e .
number o

D spite

ich is already

he appearance o

a

reasonably enlightened reports it 's apparent that
(26)

the pressure of demand for improved transport facilities and
the recommendations made by the previously cited reports, are
insufficient to overcome the constraints imposed by the lack
of financial resources and political bargaining power.

It is

an inescapable fact, that investment in improved urban transport facilities must compete for the country's resources on a
nationwide basis and should be shown to be economically viable
if it is deemed desirable that a particular project should
require central government assistance.
On the question of minimal rates of progress one can
summarise that after twenty years of reiterated recommendations
th ere is still ( ~) No regional control of passenger transport services - no
rationalisation and attempt to reduce the cost to the
community of duplicated services and lack of timetable
co-ordination.
(2) No implementation of an improved standard of public transport.

(3) No upgrading of suburban rail passenger services.
(4) A continuation of a do-nothing or do-little attitude.

(27)

RAI'ID

3 . 1 Recent Changes and Relative

erits

Current investigations of rapid transit in Auckland are
based primarily on the De Leuw Cather alternatives outlined
in the previous section.

Current investigations similarly

re lect an apparent bias toward a rapid rail transit scheme
which is consistent with events overseas.

For instance ,

the United States Government through its Mass Transportation
Act 1964 is more amenable to capital aid for rail systems
than it is to the more conventional bus systems.
Smith and

ssociates

1

Wilbur

list several proposed rapid transit

systems for American cities but only one of these was a rapid
bus transit system and at that time it had not been approved
by the appropriate government authority.
Under the De Leuw Cather investigations the bus scheme
a ternative did not receive the same e~phasis as the rail
scheme .

This was perhaps due to the fact that buses without

special privileges of right of way are directly competitive
with private transport , and this is merely a continuation of
the current situation .

In the period of time that has

elapsed since the publication of the De Leuw Cather reports
the rail scheme has altered in its basic concept since the
latest proposal envisages rail transit vehicles operating on
exclusive track .

The range of possible alternatives has

therefore increased.

Potential changes in the basic concept

of an all bus scheme are also apparent which would indicate
that an objective evaluation of \uckland 's transportation
needs could be based on a number of possible alternatives

1 . Wilbur Smith and Associates , Transportation and Parking
for To~orrows Cities , Table 13-60 , P . 362 .
(28)

ranging from a "do nothing" alternative to a capital intensive
rapid rail transit scheme.
In view of the emphasis and merits advocated for rail
systems it is appropriate to briefly consider some of the
alternative merits of a bus transit scheme due to improved
vehicle technology and faster in transit travel times has
become more of a viable alternative to private transport,
particularly for the peak hour commuter work trip.
Smith and Associates

1

Wilbur

list several advantages of bus transit

which have relevance for Auckland because of its density of
settlement, volume of CBD employment, level of car ownership
and main corridor traffic volumes.
1. "All rapid rail transit systems now in operation in the
United States, except the limited system in Cleveland which
was built on an existing railroad right of way, were fully
developed before the motor vehicle came into extensive use.
2 . In most cities in the United States, feasibility studies
for new rail transit systems have a difficult time finding
volumes of potential riders sufficient to meet minimum
costs for system maintenance and operation irrespective
of fixed capital costs.
Moreover there are only a few
route miles where peak hour patronage forecasts exceed
the capacity for bus rapid transit.

3.

There are distinct advantages in planning for bus rapid
transit as the first stage development within major
transportation corridors, even when ultimate conversion
to a rapid rail system is contemplated.
Land
intensification or the initial impact could be achieved
with bus rapid transit.

4.

Ten or more years normally elapse before an approved rail
system is completed to a point where it can provide
extensive service .
A viable bus service can be initiated
within the travel corridor early in the construction phase.

5.

The bus mode offers greater flexibility than the rail mode
and avoids transfers since the rapid transit bus can
operate on the line-haul phase as •ell as the downtown
distribution and residential col 1 ection phases.
The
system thus prdvides greater flexibility in adapting to
unforseeable changes in urban development and travel
patterns and to changes in transport technology .

1 . op cit .
(29)

6. The system offers an ease of conformity with the total
urban planning process and the capacity to adapt readily
to stage development of freeways and other transportation
facilities ".
The methods by which competition with private transport
could be minimised are:1. "The reservation of bus lanes within freeways particularly
in peak hours or the provision of special bus way routes .
The provision of additional road capacity for the exclusive
use of buses would need to be included in the capital cost
of the bus rapid transit system .
Such additional capacity
however could also be used for private transport in offpeak hours .
2 . The use of urban motorway metering, to improve capacity
and traffic flow, and the selective metering of high
passenger capacity vehicles".
It has been shown by Taylor

1

that Auckland's demographic

and urban trip pattern statistics do not compare with those
suggested by ;lilbur Smith and Associates

2

as being the minimum

criteria for consideration of the introduction of a rapid rail
transit system.

In view of the obvious initial advantages

of a rapid bus transit system it is imperative that investigations
into improved public transport should be conducted objectively
by means of a cost-benefit analysis of all possible alternatives.
The evaluation of system benefits and costs would then justify
any preliminary judgement as to the optimum system.
3.2 The Base Alternative
The range of possible alternatives brings about the
consideration of an important methodological point concerning
the level of investment appropriate to the base-system or
1 . Taylor , M. A. '~ssessment of Transportation Need~! Auckland
Rapid Rail Symposium, August,
2 . op cit.
(30)

1969.

nul

alternative as it is f requent y expressed .

S. Joy

1

in an Australian Road Research article questions; "should the
target year plan be compared wi ha "do-no hing" alternative
or one which assumed a continuation of current
investment and maintenance expenditure?

evels of

Of course, if any

capital expenditure takes place beyond that Nhich has already
been made, or is committed to be made , this in itself should
imply the existence of a plan of some kind" .

Despite the

declining status of public passenger transport, urban growth
will necessitate the extension of se vices into
areas.

eveloping

As a consequence the levels of capital expenditure

and operating costs may be expected to rise naturally

i~hou

being directed at improving the level of service of public
transport over the total urban area.
The problem stated briefly is whether the estimation of
benefits and costs should be based on a null alternative
which maintains the existing level of service of public
transport or an ~lternative which does in fact do nothing
about the urban transportation problem other than extend
minimum services to new areas .

aintaining the current

level of service would require some
pan and minimum capital investment .

orm of minimum transport
Doing nothing

inevitably aggravate the present difficulties o
transport since congestion in
inhibiting factor .

ou d

public

uture years · ·ould be an

At the sa e time a further possi le

consequence suggested by ~itch

2

is that faced

ith a

ack of

adequate transportation faci ities peop e simply arrange their
1. Joy , S. "'T'he uconomic Evalua ion o Com rehensive Land se
Transpor ation Plans" , Australian Road ~esearch , Vo. 3 ,
o . 10 , June , 1969 .
2.1i'itch ,
.C . "Go ls o Urban 'T'ransportation Po icy ,
Vo . 29 , No . 170 , January , 1970 .
(31)

kistics,

lives differently with respect to· here they live , shop and
work etc.
The dilemma apparent is the at present unquantifiable
impact of transport facilities on land use or the feed back
effect

1

in urban transportation planning.

unrealistically

Assuming (somewhat

complicating factors, such as transportation

induced land use changes , do not arise, Joy • s

2

conclusion is

relevant in this context in "that the only base system pan
which should be used is a base system plan which depi c ts the
transportation system as it is now or will be when current
Assuming also that rising car

commitments are completed" .

o nership will further reduce the number of persons captive
to public transport and that traffic congestion will further
reduce its economic efficiency then the requirement of a
rapid transit system is toat it not only halt the downward
trend of public transport usage but also restore usage to a
least the level prevailing in the base year of the plan .
Intuitively it seems inappropriate to assume that the
urban transportation system will remain essentially unchanged
for a period of 25 years.

The assumption indicates that a

major proposal can remain functional for the planning period
despite rapid technological change.
The final consideration of this section is the
enumeration of benefits accruing and costs incurred by each
proposed alternative system in relation to the base system .
The costs of each alternative scheme may be broken down into
the following categories : 1 . Guidelines for Tri Generation tnalysis , Bureau of Public
Roads .
Dept . of Transportation Federal High ay
Administration , June , 1967, Figure 1.
2 . op cit .
(32)

1. FacilitJ construction and land acquisition costs .
2. Facility operation , maintena ce ad administration costs .

3 . Users costs.
4 • .. ccident costs .

5.

Dislocation, disruption , air pollution and other social
costs which ma

be grouped und referred to as externalities .

6. Inta gibles (e.g . aesthetics).
Benefits are defined as reductions in accident ~ d user
costs.

Thus user costs incurred under the bases stem are

correspondingly compared by category with those incurred under
a

of the proposed transit schemes .

in public tran~po

Although only investment

is conte plated (a sub-system of the total

urban system) , be.efits accrue over the total urban transport
syetem.

By co trast , capital a .do erating costs are confined

on y to the public transport system since it ie ass med tha
additio al investment in urban roads is contemplated.

no

These

costs are there ore incremental to those incurred under the
bases stem.

Since it has been concluded that the base

system appropriate to the

uckla d study is the do nothing

systc., , capital and operating costs incurred in future years
additiona

to those of the b-se year ,

o li relate only to the

extension of services in developing areas of the urba . reg·o~ .

(33)

PROJECT COSTS
Several types of cost are likely to be incurred if the
planned investment in public passenger transport in
is implemented.

uckland

~irstly, direct costs which are directly

attributable to the project itself and include capital costs
during the construction phase and annual costs when the
system commences operation .

The other major ccsts are

termed indirect or secondary costs in that they are not
comprised of materials , equipment or labour costs used in the
construction or functioning of the new system.

These costs

are incurred by the community as a whole dur·ng both the
construction and operating phases, and take the form of
disruption, dislocation and other social costs such as the
presence of unaesthetic structures in established urban
neighbourhoods.

Indirect costs are frequently of an intangible

nature and are less determinable than direct costs.
evertheless they are real costs to the individuals and groups
concerned and are too often passed over as being the price
of "progress" .
4.1 Direct Costs
Unfortunately any outline of project costs must be
generalised since , of the various alternative schemes , only
the rapid rail scheme had , at the time of writing, been costed
with any degree of finiteness.

Even then , decisions

regarding route length, station spacing , service frequency,
desi gn speed, track gauge and seating space (or comfort level)
on transit vehicles , had not been finalised the~efore
preventing the possibility of final cost estimates.
(34)

Variation

of any of the aforementioned factors would invariably alter
the total cost of a new system .
regarding these important

Inability to ma e decisions

actors also implied that annual

operating costs, as well as capital costs, coul

not be

For any alternative new scheme the major direct

calculated.

cost categories that could be common are:1. Right of way costs .

2. Track or route costs .

3 . Terminal facility costs.

4.

Intermediary facility or station costs.

5.

Transi

vehicle costs.

6 . Signalling and communication costs.
The rapid rail transit scheme is more ca~ital intensive
than the rapid bus transit alternative by reason of the
greater investment in fixed facilities.

However one of the

advantages of the rapid bus scheme is that it could be phased
into operation more rapidly due to the more extensive use of
express buses on existing and planned motorways .

.ight

O

way an1 track costs would only be incurred if exclusive bus
lanes were necessary .

For the purposes of a theoretical

analysis of coots of alternative systems, attention has been
focussed on the raEid rail scheme because of the more finite
exposi ion of its physical characteristics.
In summary form the possib e direct costs of the rapid
rail transit scheme are as follows:Table

4.

Possible capital cost items of the Auckland rapid
rail transit system.

I Rail sector .
1. Right of way (i . e. land purchase) .

2 . Tunnelling .

(35)

Table 4 Cont.

3.

~

Excava ion and retaining

4.

1 construction .

rack i s a lation ( ide or exis ;ng ga~ge

plus

relocation of existing 3 1 6 11 track if transit vehicles
are

5.

o operate on exc usi e

:ignal an

communication systems .

6 . ~ower sup y an

7.

rack.

Demolition o

distri ution systems.

ol

suburban rail service sta ions.
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constr c :o
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9.
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equipme t.
10 . Rai
I
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nd rod sector.

mprcvements to roads carrying feeder buses and

1.

increased traffic volumes.

2.
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:ts
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'T'ab e

I

ai

oss "b ea nu

cos

i ems

O- the Auckland rapi
tranvit system .

rai

sec or .

1 . Mainten~nce o

state tha

· ~y and struc ures - Lang and Soberman

hosP costs a sociate

with

he

i.tenance

j

fixed ~~cili+~es of a system - tracv~ , tunne
or·n~es , ~ower distr~bution sy tems, s·g a

c

an

commun~cation systems are inc usive under the heading o
maintenance of way and structures .
2.

.aintenance of equipment.

Costs under this category

are those relating to the repair and upkeep o

transit

vehicles .

3.

Operat·on of rail transit services.

Thes

costs are

primari y labour costs.

4.
5.

=lee ric

o er costs.
This category inc u es such costs as

isc llaneous.

administration, statio.ery and printing, materia s
handing an

insurance etc.

I I Fee er bus and roaJ sector .
1 • .1aintenanc

of buses .

2. Operat·on of

eeder bus services .

his includes the

routine con ucting of services and is compose

~~ · ~ari y

of 1 bour costs.

3.

uel costs.

4.

aint nance o

5.

car

4

arkin 0

Replace,ent of feeder

facilities.

uses .

This cost may be an annua

one but it is. ore likely to be incurred in speci :c
ye

s.

6., iscell~ eous.

De ending on the adminis rative

organication of transit services (bus an
term cou d be incor 1 urattd u

(37

r the rcti

rail
vec or .

his

The Auckland Regional

uthority, in considering a rapid

rail transit system, would probably deem it desirable to
analyse the costs o

similar sys

ms in other urban areas o

..,
the

WO

ld.

,eyer Kain and ' lohl

importance and variability o

c '1sider that despite the

ca1ita

costs, little

systematic analysis o: their charact ristics has been conducted.
They state that "for urban rail systems , there is little cost
experience in recent years on which to base cost estimates and even less systematic analysis o

how these costs might

vary under d.i.fferent circumst3nces'' .

A number o

impinge on the ability to compare syste~ costs .

factors
Some of the

more important being rig t of way costs , or the amount o
additional lad

urc~ase, topography, and geology in re ation

to rou~e miles underground .
the s

Other considerations, such as

ndard of facilities co_struct~1 , are automatically

responsible for dissimilarities .
An important methodological aspect to consider in respect
to capita

costs is the project time horizon .

In instances

were the service life of an asset is shorter than the project
analysis period , additional c apital costs
when the asset became redundant.

ihere the service life o

an asset is longer than the period o
of the 10preciated va ue o

ould be incurred

analysis some estimate

the asset is required.

This

a ue is discounted to reflect present day values and
subtracted fr o m tota

discounted costs .

It is pertinent to

point out that service and economic lives need not correspond.
Niebur
1.

2

makes a d_;_stinction bet,een the two and states that

,eyer , J.~ ., fain , J . F . and 'ohl , _1. mhe Urban
Transportation ?roblem , p . p . 171 - 195.

2 . Niebur , ~.D. 1 Preliminary Engineering Zc nomy .na ysis o
Puget 3ound ~egional ~ra sportaticn Sys ems'', HighNay
Research Record , No. 180, 1g67.

econoriic

ife " is that

ife which is ended at the time the

services rendered by the
cost by a ne,
the

.p

acility :

acilit
Service

could be p roduced at a lower
ife i s the len""th of time

ciL.ty is used in its major or

ma ' or rebuilding" .

unction without

ina

Lang and ~oberman

1

sug 0 est that

technological developments in rail transit , apart .Prom e evated
struc ures , are likely to have on ya minor i~pac
structt:i.res .

on cost

Hence service l i e and economic life may not

be too dissi~ilar on the b sis of cur~ent rates of
technolo ical advancement.
is more like y to arise

However

unctional obsolescence

rom technological deve o ment in

competing modes of mass transport.

Regardless o

any tentative

conclus·ons that can be currently drain it is apparent that
estimating the useful lives o

capital assets is a hazardous

task ad one requiring discernin

and care ul

' udgement .

llowance for uncertairtJ 0f future developments can be made
b

underestimatin

service lives .

Direct costs are more readi y identi iable and quanti ied
than direct beie ~its i. that the· are more anenable to
va uation thro eh the market mechanism .
prices fo

That is the marke

materia s , labour 1nd equipment provide the b-sis

or cost esti~ates despite the .P ct that market prices are no
per .P ectly competitive .

'ngineering estimates of cos s should

be ma eon the basis of xrices prevailing or likely to
prevail in

he base year of the project - tha

year of the construction p ase .

Costs are

is the first
ssumed to

increase (due to inflationary trends) at the sa~e time.
1 . op cit .

(39)

That

is , relative pri c es are expected to remain constant.
familiar cry "build i
if this i, ortant assum
4 . 2 Indirect

The

ow v.hile it is cheaper" is irrelevant
ion is real~stic .

osts

Indirect costs are not r e dily identiT~~ble at this point.
~ven less reliable are estimates of the magnitude cf these
costs, however i

can only be asa ~ed thctt such costs will be

incurred if a new transit system is cons ructed .
cons ru c tion of a rapid rail transi

The

system for ins ance , could

be expected to disrupt man facturing industry , particularly
that located in close proximity to goods rail services
(industries

ith private branch lines ; it ~oul

disrupt

exis ing passenger ad goods rail services , ther~by entailing
greater time costs for travellers and causing delays in the
forwarding of freight.

The cons r ction of a rail system

cou d also impose restrictions on

he movem~nt of urban

traffic particularly in the central do ntown a ea.
Nould be in the

These

orm OT addi ional time and vehicle opera ing

costs and inconve.ience .
The magnitude of the capital costs of a large scale
investment such as a raid transit system are to a large extent
influenced by the right of
additiona

ay costs of the amount o

land purchase necessary .

at prevailing market values and

Land required is purchased

his value is regarded as

being sufficient compensation to enable

h

displaced occupan

to re oca e in another part o~ the urban area wit
locational attributes.

For the occupant o

simi ar

a residential

area additional costs in the form of inconvenience are also
incurred.

These may be termed dislocation costs in that they
(40)

represent costs incurred through

he

reakdown of established

Although such social costs are

patterns of urban living.

of an intangible nature they are real costs to the
individuals concerned .

However one of the assumed

advantages of the proposed rapid rail scheme in Auckland , is
that existing railways right of ·1ay could be utilised with
the minimum of additional land purchase , hence dislocation
costs Nould not likely be a serious social cost .

(41)

TRAVEL

E~A.D

At this point it is necessary to break the logical
progression of events and to digress sightly and consider
some theoretical aspects related to the estimation of benefits.
It is apparent that one of the critical areas in the field of
transport investment appraisal is the derivation of

he demand

functions for the services provided by the capital
expenditure ,

A theoretical framework based on a consumer

surplus considerations is an essential requirement for
estirating benefits of investments in roads and mass transit
facilities .

Unfortunately theoretical considerations tend

to be superceeded by practical problems when an actual study is
undertaken .

This section is by way of a theoretical

discussion , but the problems outlined and conclusions adopted
are directly relevant to the economic appraisal of Auckland's
transit systems .
Perhaps one of the best studies

inking economic theory

with a practical problem is the study of the American Interstate High· ay System made by ~riedlander 1 •

Some of

Friedlander ' s statements are direct y relevant to the Auckland
study.

Firstly "in a p rely competitive

orld where only

primary factors are used to produce final goods , where there
are no externa ities or indivisibilities , and where there is
a perfect foresight , there is no need to analyse public
investments outsi e the market mechanism .
reflect the social

arket prices

aluation of the resources used and of the

1 . Friedlander , A.F . The Interstate Highway System , p . p .

5-7 .

commodities produced, and private and social valuations are
always equal.

However in the real world imperfections do

exist that make it necessary to go outside the market
mechanism in evaluating public investment projects".
Secondly, "the need to evaluate a public investment outside
the market mechanism primarily arises from externalities or
indivisibilities created by the investment; under these
conditions, the pricing system will fail to reflect adequately
the true social costs and benefits of the investment''•
With regard to the use of the consumer surplus basis for
assessing direct benefits, Friedlander considers that
''although the concept of consumers surplus has come under
considerable attack, any cost-benefit analysis that
specifically estimates the benefits from an indivisible
investment outside of the market mechanism must employ consumer
surplus calculations, whether they are implicitly or
explicitly stated.

The benefit estimates are simply proxies

for the required compensating payments that measure the
magnitude of the consumer surplus".

In the field of highway

investments, the use of consumer surplus analysis is explicit
since benefits from a highway investment are usually regarded
as the product of the cost saving from the investment and the
levels of traffic using the improved highway.

The

identification of the cost savings and their magnitude and the
before and after improvement volumes of traffic are therefore
the critical factors to be evaluated.

It is with the aid of

a transportation study that such factors can be determined.

(43)
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n

na ytic

present balance between pubic and pri ate modes.
The two demands for urban trave
hrough choice o

are in er-rel3ted

mode tripmakers and the use o

the consumer

surp us approach to benefit assessment is a complex problem
because of this inter-relationship.

The dif~iculty is

urther streng hened by the fact tha
requently adopt moda -~pli

procedures based on socio-

econo~ic c~aracteristics of tri
ad

Plowden

ime factors .

tr~nsportation studies

1

makers as we 1 as mode cos

in vOmc ways points to the basic

problem in that t~ansportation studies do not distinguish
he standard ap roqcb io to

between de~and and usage.

aocertain present usage, develop mo els that reproduce
usage ad on this b ~ · s forecast

uture usage o

his

urban

transport facili ies.
onventiona
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1 . PO" eri , S . '"> . C. 11 mransportatioL ~ u ies nxq:nined",
ournal
o! ~ransport .conom;es ~~d olicy , Vol. ~ , No . 1 , JanuPry ,

1967 .
(4)

costs , time (door to door) and discomfort (related to
congested driving conditions).

Consider a hypothetical

demand curve for public transport trips possessing some degree
of price elasticity (fig. 1).

The introduction of an

Figure 1. Consumer surplus arising from a drop in price of
public transport.
Daily public transport trip
demand , zone i to zone j .

Frice or Cost
(fares, time,
discomfort and
inconvenience

Pa

Fb

Va
Note:

Vb

Volume

Pricing policy assumed to be constant; Producer
surplus equals zero .

improved level of service of public transport will induce a
drop in the cost of travel and generate additional demand
equal to Vb - Va.

The benefit o

the investment is

equivalent to the consumer surplus given by the area
Pa - Pb

1(V
~
a + Vb) , assuming the demand curve between

B approximates a straight line.

similar hypothet'cal

curve can be constructed for private transport .
and

'ohring and Tar itz

2

and

Friedlander

have measu~ed highway benefits

accordingto this approach but the demand curve related to a
1. op cit .

2 . op cit.
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The case for upgra ed public transport rests on the
diversion o

private users to the public mode .

ccording

to current transportation planning procedure, improving the
service level o

public transport would induce a larger

volume of usage a ter improvement and a renuction in the
volume of urban road users.

In terms of consumer demand

theory this would be represented by a leftward shit in the
demand schedule for private transport and a r"ghtward shift
in the demand schedule for public transport.
of daily

The tota

number

rban trips in an urban area with a rapid transit

system would be equivalent to the total nu ber in the same
urban area without a rapid transit system.
behind the transportation study states

The rationale

hat the only major

difference between the two urban transp rt syste s i s the
shift in the ba ance of usage between public and private modes.
Indeed the rat·onale

ehind the planning approach to demand

forecasting implies that the de1and for urban transport is
price ine astic .
In short the demand for urban transport as measured by
the unit of the trip is determined by numerous variables and
as a result there is c onsiderable difficulty in aggregating
these variables into a single demand curve.

Demand for

urban transport is a derived demand Mith little or no
intrinsic utility of co sumption .
he purpose of the trip , time o

N merous factors such as
iay of trip , and climatic

and seasonal factors , have a profound influence on the level
of demand .

Numerous variables are potentially operative

in causing shifts in the demand curve rather than price
responsive changes .

Unfortunately for the economist bene its

(48)

of transport investment are best related to price responsive
changes .
The problem faced in evaluating benefits is the spatial
aspect of urban travel patterns .

Travel patterns are a function

of spatial as well as economic factors since transport and land
use are functionally interrelated.

At present the logical and

best approach in isolating predictable patterns in this cause
and effect relationship has been the forecasting of land use
and zonal socio-economic factors and the subsequent travel
activity generated .

Although behavioural demand models

1

relating specifically to economic factors have been recently
developed, it is doubtful whether they are a better alternative
to the conventional demand models based on the separate but
interrelated components of trip generation, distribution, assignment and modal split.

The difficulties may be summarised in

this statement extracted from a Highway Research Board Report
on modal split .

2

"It is unrealistic to expect that a high degree

of precision is obtainable in predicting individual behaviour
with respect to choice of modes and routes of travel,
particularly in future or hypothetical situations.
variability of human choice are facts of life.

The

On the other

hand recognition of underlying factors that operate to produce
roughly similar patterns of travel independently to some extent
of time and place, even though such regularities are discernable
in the aggregate , provides the only solid foundation for long
range planning ".
1 . a) Charles River Associates , An Evaluation of Free Transit
Service , Department of Transportation ,
ash, D.C., Report
No . 125-1.
b) Kraft, G. , and /ohl, M., "New Directions for Passenger
Demand Analysis and Forecasting" , Transportation Research,
Vol • .1, No. 3 , 1967.
c) Domencich , T.A ., Kraft , G. , and Valette, J . "Estimation of
Urban Passenger Travel Behaviour: An Economic Demand
Model" , Highway Research Record , No. 238, 1968.
2 . Highway Research Board, Factors Influencing Modal Trip
Assi gnment, National Co-operative Highway Research Programme ,
Report No . 57 .

(49)

The economic demand model investigated by Domencich

1

and

others was orientated toward the measurement of price
elasticities and cross elasticities of demand for private and
public transport.

They concluded however that there was a

lack of evidence of significant cross relationships between
private

and transit demands and that socio-economic factors

rather than transportation system characteristics are the
principal determinants of modal choice.
One final point worth consideration is that the price of
urban travel depends on the period of the day when a trip is
made.

This arises because of the unique manner in which supply

and demand are functionally inter-related.

For urban road

travel, supply as measured by road space is a function of the
volume of usage.

Although supply is technically fixed, the

a~ount of road space is determined by the degree of congestion.
Congestion determines the monetary and time costs of travel
which subsequently affects the level of demand.

The

class-

ification of daily travel into peak and off-peak periods is such
that the total price of travel is consistent over that period.
This is the approach adopted in the theoretical evaluation of
project benefits outlined in the next section.
Discussion incorporated in this section on urban travel
demand has been made at a generalised level.

Although no

specific mention has been made of the Auckland study the
problems outlined in constructive endeavours to adopt
economically sound methods of benefit evaluation are directly
relevant to the Auckland situation.

It is hoped to have shown

that the use of the consumer surplus approach is desirable but
1. op cit.
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impracticable on the basis of current methods of forecasting
travel demand.

The following section will further reveal the

complexity of the situation.

Despite indications that travel

demand is price inelastic there are several instances where
consumer surplus calculations are Easible.

Even though

volume of usage remains constant the surplus is equivalent

to

the product of the cost reductions and the volume of usage,
e.g. car operating cost savings to undiverted car users.
Complications arise out of the diversion factor whereby both
volumes of demand and associated prices of travel change.
following theoretical outline of project benefits therefore
only approximates a consumer surplus approach.
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The

PROJECT BENEFITS
6.1 Benefits and Beneficiaries
The following sub-section identifies the benefits and
beneficiaries of a more efficient transport system through
investment in public transport.

For the sake of a

potentially complete analysis it is assumed that traffic
congestion is a real and economic problem in the Auckland
urban area.

On the basis of this assumption the following

broad classes of beneficiaries are identifiable.
Table

6

Beneficiaries of the investment in rapid transit in
Auckland.

A. Direct beneficiaries:

Direct beneficiaries are users of

the new public transport system.

Three user classes are

distinguishable:
(a) Diverted users

- includes trips made on the new public
transport mode that were formerly made
by private car or taxi.

(b) Captive users

- includes trips made on the new public
transport mode that were formerly made
by existing type public transport.

(c) Generated users

- includes trips induced by the lower
costs of travel associated with the
new public transport system.

B. Indirect beneficiaries:

This class of beneficiaries refers

to users of urban transport facilities other than the new
public mode.
(a) Undiverted users

- includes trips made by private car,
taxi commercial vehicle and CBD
orientated existing type bus.

(b) Generated users
(c) Non-users o r the community as a whole.
(52)

The benefits accruing to each class of beneficiary may
be classified as follows:
Table

7.

Benefits of the investment in rapid transit in Auckla d.

A. Direct benefits*
(a) Diverted users
1. Time savings.
2. Savings in car operating costs.

3. Savings in parking costs.

4.

Savings in car ownership costs.

5. Improved comfort and convenience.
(b) Captive users
1. Time savings.
2. Improved comfort and convenience.
B. Indirect benefits*
(a) Undiverted users.
1. Time savings to private car occupants.
2. Time savings to the occupants of CBD orientated
existing type buses.

3. Time savings to taxis, and commercial vehicles .

4.

Savings in vehicle operating costs (taxis, commercial
vehicles).

5

Savings in vehicle ownership costs (commercial vehicles).

6. The easing of the physical and mental stresses
associated with driving conditions in congested traffic.
(b) Reduced incidence of traffic accidents.
(c) Community wide benefits - externalities (unpriced effects).
1 . Reduction of noise levels in heavily congested areas.
2. Reduction of atmospheric pollution in heavily
congested areas.
* Note - The category " generated users " has been dropped from
the classification for reasons outlined in the
previous section on urban travel demand.
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The foregoing summary is similar in outline to that
produced by Foster and Beesley

1

It is apparent from this

reference and others relating more specifically to highway
improvements, that the benefits of investment in urban
transport facilities are basically standardised.

It is the

valuation of these benefits and techniques of measurement due
in part to local conditions and individual appraisal which
tend to differ.
Given the state of knowledge of the important cost
parameters determining the magnitude of the various benefits,
it is possible to further classify benefits into quantifiable,
potentially quantifiable, and non-quantifiable where
potentially quantifiable implies that at present the relevant
data is unobtainable for New Zealand urban travel conditions
but could be obtained with additional research.

Those

benefits which are considered quantifiable are also capable
of refinement through additional research.

Intangible items

such as comfort and convenience present virtually
insurmountable problems in determining their monetary value.
Table

8. An assessment of quantifiable benefits.

I. Quantifiable
(a) Direct benefits

1. Time savings - diverted users and
captive users.
2. Savings in car operating costs .

3. Savings in parking costs .
(b) Indirect benefits

1. Time savings - undiverted users.
2. Savings in commercial vehicle
operating costs .

3. Savings in car operating costs.
1 . Foster , C.D. and Beesley, M. E. "Estimating the Social Benefit
of Constructing an Underground Railway in London " , Journal
of the Royal Statistical Society, Vol. 126, Series A, 1963 .
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Table

8 . Cont.
4. Savinvs in t~xi operating costs .

II Potenti=lly .uantifi~ble
(a) Direct benefits

1. Savings i.

(b

1

Indirect be efits

Savings

i_

car ownership costs.
commercial vehic e

w.ership costL .
2. Savings in traffic accident
costs .
III

Ton-qua tifiable

(a) Direct benefits

1. Improved com~ rt and conve ience .

(b) Indirect benefits

1. The easins o

the physical and

metal ~tresses as-ociated vith
driving conditions in congc ted
traffic.

2. Reduced costs associated with a
decl·ne in noise

3. R

·~ ~ ~~

evel •

costs associated with

lowered air pollut:on level •
The assumption Made at the besinning o

this sub-section

~as th t traff"c co ~estio . is a major problem~
inhibitinz t~e e
urban area .
outline

ici

J ~

ovement o

peep e

However the significance o

'that it is

d goods wit1in t

the ma j or : +J o

is obviously dependant on the vo ume o

benefits

car users that

.ould be diverted t o t e improved public tra~s~ort system .

6.2 7r~L

ortation Study Outnut and thP ~y 1 0 ·
of
e ~it~.

As indicated at the beginning of th:s report , one o
critical areas of a

the

economic anal ·sis o~ th "s tJ~e is the

relationship bet~een economic f~ctors and the mass of data on
rban travel patterns .

This sub-section endeavours to take
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e

comprehensive look at the possible utilisation of such data
in terms of a symbolic analysis.
The original aim of this study was to utilise the output
of the transportation study which was being updated in
conjunction with the technical feasibility studies of the
alternative public transport systems.

At the time of

preparation of this report, assignments to transport networks
had not been completed, therefore eliminating the possibility
of an empirical study of the benefits of the alternative
transit systems.

It was envisaged that the output would have

been presented in the form of vehicle hours, vehicle miles,
person hours and average link speeds as represented on the
modelled public transport alternatives and urban road system.
This information would then have made possible an economic
evaluation at a reasonable refined level, subject to the
assumption and forecasts made in preparing the modelled
networks, land use classification, intensity of land use and
projected population variables.

The accuracy and

acceptability of any economic evaluation would then have been
subject directly to the accuracy of the estimates of the prior
steps in the transportation planning process.

Notwithstanding

these limitations an economic analysis itself is not entirely
free of simplifying assumptions and possible error, particularly
with regard to the monetary valuation of time savings and
unitary costs of vehicle operation.
It is frequently shown in transportation planning flow
diagrams that cost-benefit analysis or economic evaluation
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is one of the final phases of the transportation planning
process.

This implies that the prior steps o

generation,

distribution, modal split etc, are organised to achieve this
objective.

lthough this end was not achieved in the latest

investigations it is necessary to make this assumption when
considering the economic evaluation from a theoretical viewpoint.
The following, up until the symbo ic representation of
quantifiable benefits, is an attempt to abstract from several
papers, the important factors regarding network information
in order to adopt appropriate and similar methods based on
information that can be potentially produced from the
Auck and Transportation Study.

The discussion therefore

focusses on the finite aspects of benefit measurement.
Several papers have appearer in qighway Research Board

1

publications which have indicated the potential of economically
evaluating the trgf~ic assignments to transportation networks.
All these authors recognise that the testing of economic
efTiciency is a necessary step toward providing the basis for
sound investment decisions.

Further evidence as to the

ability to utilise transportation study output, and more
specifically to a public passenger transport scheme such as
rapid rail transi , is provided by Development Research
Associates

2

who undertook the economic appraisal of the

Washington Area Rapid Tra sit System.
1. a. Haik lis, G. and Joseph, H. "conomic Evaluation of

Tra fie Networks". HighwaJ Pes arch "J:\o"l d Bulletin, No.

306, 1961.
b. Be lomo, S.J., and rovost, S.C., "':::'wo Proceedures to
Improve the Economic Evaluation o
,lternative Highway
fystems", Hi 1l ay Re"'earch ecord,
o. 224, 1958.
c. Harvey, T.M., " Method of etwork Evaluation Using the
Output of the Traffic 'csignment P ocess", Highway
Research Record, No. 23~, 1968 .
2. Development Research Associates, Benefits to the #ashington
Area from the 1do p ted Regi o nal Transit System.
11
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Haikalis and Joseph

1

consider that "it is possible with

a knowledge of the average daily traffic assignment to a given
link in the road network, plus a description of that link such as it's speed limit, traffic carrying ability, signal
spacing and provision for access control, to determine the
expected daily performance of traffic using that link.

The

measure of this performance in this study is the average daily
The significance of this factor, average daily speed,

speed".

is that it provides the basis of measurement for user costs.
Haikalis and Joseph used average daily speed in determining
time and vehicle operating costs and extended its use to
include traffic accident costs.
One of the output factors produced by a transportation
study is a statement of vehicle hours of travel for each
alternative system.

This factor is important in the

calculation of time savings benefits.

Bellomo and Provost

2

suggest that the actual vehicle hours of travel for each
alternative system should be based on an average peak and offpeak speed and have put forward the following expression.

n

VH =

l

i=l

where

VH

PHi

=
=

PH.l

Di
SP.

n

+

l

i=l

l

OP.l

D.l
Si

total system vehicle hours of travel.
peak periods vehicular traffic.

1. Haikalis, G. and Joseph, M. "Economic Evaluation of Traffic
Networks". • Highway Research Board Bulletin, No. 306, 1961.
2. Bellomo, S.J. and Provost, S.C. "Two Procedures to Improve
the Economic Evaluation of Alternative Highway Systems",
Highway Research Record, No. 224, 1968.
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Di

=

length of link i

SPi

=

average peak period speed of link (m.p.h.)

OPi

=

off-peak vehicular traffic.

Si

=

average off-peak speed of link (m.p.h.)

i

=

individual link in system.

n

=

total links in system.

(in miles).

Time savings benefits can be calculated by making a comparison
between total vehicle hours and total person hours spent on an
improved system with total hours on the base system.
Harvey

1

suggests that benefit measurement should ideally

be based on interzonal demand functions for networks which
differ in levels of improvement of traffic carrying capacity
and which therefore theoretically exhibit a variation in
perceived user costs of travel.

Interzonal travel demand

according to present methods of forecasting is usually
regarded as being fixed, irrespective of the difference
between alternative networks.

The short run effects on the

geographic redistribution of trips, due to shifts in
residential and employment locations arising from radical
improvements in transport facilities, may be minimal and
insignificant, hence the assumption that interzonal travel
demand functions remain constant, irrespective of the network
considered, may not be unreasonable.

Where alternative

networks exhibit variation, is in the selection of minimum paths
of travel based on the time and/or cost characteristics of
individual links in the network.
1. Harvey, T.N. "A Method of Netw ork Evaluation Using the
Output of the Traffic Assignment Process", Highway Research
Record, No . 238, 1968.
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It is evident that the basic unit of analysis in the
economic evaluation process is the individual link.

However

the symbolic analysis appropriate to the ,uckland study, would
be best based on the zone-pair concept.

The use of the inter-

zonal concept facilitates the identification of benefits and
beneficiaries which could be lost in the aggregate form, such as
1

expressed by Bellomo and Provost •
n examination of the ICES Transit Manual used in the
Auckland Transportation Study, reveals that it is theoretically
possible to obtain individual link volumes, speeds and travel
times from the final assignment process.

Vehicle operating costs

and time costs are a direct function of travel speeds.

However

the manner in which this link speed data could be used to
calculate user cost savings

s open to further investigation.

The work by Haikalis and Hoseph

2

suggests that a separate

economic analysis computer programme would need to be used in
conjunction with the traffic assignment programme.

However the

most pertinent question regarding the use of link speed data in
the c rrent study is whether sufficiently accurate vehicle
operating cost data are available to apply to the data produced
from the traffic assignment process.
Before considering the symbolic representation, it is
appropriate to comment on a less detailed approach to the problem
of evaluating the economics of the proposed public transport
1. op cit.
2. op cit.
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J

schemes .

This method could be more applicable to the Auckland

situation where there is probably a lack of sensitivity in the
forecasting models to such factors as time and capacity, due to
the non-critical traffic volumes.

There is also the serious
Development

handicap of a lack of relevant cost infor ation .
Research Associates

1

in their study of the economi c s of rapid

rail transit for the \ ashington Metropolitan Area developed
several formulae of which the expression "Time savings t o
constant users" is typical, - it is as follows:Ba= Tc - Y/60 (La - Lf) a . e .
where

Tc
Y/60
La

= Daily constant transit commuters.
= Value of time in dollars per minute .
= Portal to Portal commuting time (in minutes)
in 1990 via the all bus system

Lf
a
e

= Portal

to Portal commuting time (in minutes)
in 1990 via the rail/bus system .

= Daily conversion factor .
= Annual conversion factor .

The factors of interest are the portal to portal

times .

These

are average door to door travel times which can be determined
from the final trip distribution estimation.

Similarly total

operating cost savings were represented by the following
expression : Be = ~~ d (Da Oa) - Ad . (Df Of)
where

A' d
hr
Da

a.e' •

= Dail y all purpos e trips d iverted to transit .
= Persons per auto .
= Average trip length (all trip purposes)
in 1990 by auto .

Oa

cost of operating an automobile in
do llars per mi l e .

= Average

1 . op cit .
(61 )

Df = Average trip length (all trip purposes) in
1990 by train.
Of= Average train fare cost per passenger mile.
a= Conversion of one-way trips into round trips.
e'= Special annualisation factor for all purpose
trips.
Again the factors of interest are the average trip lengths.
These can be estimated from the final trip distribution
calculations.

Provision is made in the ICES programme to output

trip distributions on the basis of time and distance.

Another

pertinent factor in the Washington study was that the computer
analysis was designed so as to delineate specific types of
travellers and data peculiar to each traveller type.

Four

traveller types were recognised - constant transit users, diverted
auto drivers and passengers, non-diverted auto drivers and
passengers, and trucks.

If an approach similar to the

Washington study were adopted in analysing the Auckland schemes,
it would be important to delineate user categories and
determine the incidence of benefits.
Quantifiable Benefits
The following notational analysis of quantifiable benefits
is based on interzone travel in order to facilitate a symbolic
analogy of the possible events that could occur if an
improved public transport system were adopted in the Auckland
urban area.

Quanti f iable benefits are defined as user cost

reductions, but the term user costs requires further
elabouration because of the multi-modal characteristics of the
urban transport system.

User may refer to private vehicle

users, public trans p ort users and commercial users, each of

(62)

These may be summarised as

which has different user costs.
follow~A. Private vehicle users costs:

(a) Time - time spent travelling is assumed not to have any
intrinsic positive value. (particularly appropriate
to work trips)

Time costs include excess travel

time i.e. walk, waiting and transfer time.
(b) Variable car operating costs (excluding indirect tax
components) -

a function of travel and distance travelled.

(c) Car ownership costs. (excluding indirect tax components
plus fees used to recover road facility costs.)
(d) Parking costs - includes money outlays only.
(e) Discomfort costs - mental and physical resources used in
driving in congested traffic.
B. Public transport user costs:
(a) Time - time spent travelling is assumed not to have any
intrinsic positive value.

Again time costs include

excess travel time.
(b) Fares.
(c) Discomfort - discomfort of riding in poorly ventilated
vehicles plus standing and sitting in vehicles with poor
riding characteristics.
(d) Inconvenience - inconvenience from lack of flexability and
dependance on timetables.

Lack of privacy.

C. Commercial user costs:
(a) Time - principally related to the drivers' wages.
(b) Vehicle operating costs (excluding tax components) - a
function of travel speed and distance travelled.
(c) Vehicle ownership costs. (excluding indirect tax comp onents
and fees levied to recover road facility costs).
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Explanatory notes on the symbolic methodology used:The three main user categories may be symbolised as follows:Public transport users
Private car users
Commercial users

=
=
=

p

c
v

The possible alternatives to be considered in the economic
analysis may be represented by the following symbols:The urban transport system (base alternative)
if existing public transport is in
operation

=

ps

=

rr

=

rb

=

r ••••••• x

The rapid rail transit
alternative
The rapid bus transit
alternative
Other possible
alternatives

The number or volume of trips made on transport
facilities in the urban area will vary according to which
public transport system is in operation.

Therefore let X

denote the volume of trips made if existing public transport is
in operation; Y the volume of trips if rapid rail transit is in
operation; and Z the volume of trips if rapid bus transit is in
operation.
Trip assignments are made on the basis that they represent
normal weekday travel patterns.

As already stated the

assumption has been made that travel demand can be classified
into two distinct periods - peak and off-peak.

If trip

assignments are made on an hourly basis, then conversion
factors have to be applied inorder that trip volumes be
applicable to the respective time segments.
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The conversion

factors have to be applied inorder that trip volumes be
applicable to the respective time segments .

The conversion

factor for the peak period must be multiplied by 2 to represent
a four hour peak period .

Thus peak period trip volumes plus

off-peak volumes= average daily traffic.

To avoid complicating

the benefit formulae it will be assumed that conversion factors
have been applied to peak hour and off-peak hour trip
assignments.
A major , but necessary assumption is that no trips will
be generated in addition to those generated under the existing
urban transport system.

In other words no suppressed demand

presently exists which could become fulfilled in future years
if improved transport facilities were constructed .
basis of this assumption the following cateeories
beneficiaries may be identified .

On the
of

These pertain to the rapid

rail scheme only, and may be substituted by those pertaining to
any other contemplated alternative.
Captive users

= xp

=

existing public transport trips.
Includes choice mode trips but these
will be assumed to be captive to an
improved scheme .

y

=

p

all public transport trips if rapid rail
is constructed .

y
where

y

:

p
p

I

=

y

I

p

+ y

I t

p

+ y

Ill

p

existing public transport trips diverted
to rapid rail transit.

y

p

'' =

diverted car users to rapid rail transit
(includes car drivers and car
passengers).
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Y

= existing public transport trips not diverted to

111

p

rapid rail transit (i.e. some existing type buses
would continue to operate).
X
c

= existing private car trips.

Undiverted car trips= Y
c

= private

car trips if rapid rail is

in operation.

=

n

0

car occupancy rates under the existing urban transport
system.

,r

= car

r

occupancy rates under the ra pid rail system.

Diverted car users = Y11=X1r - y 1T
p
C O
c r
diversion of car users implies that
equal to

1T

0

.

,r

Only a small
r

can be taken as being

Note-under the assumption of a lack of

suppressed demand;

x

p

+ x

c

= y

p

+ y

c

The remaining classes of undiverted traffic include all other
commercial users - trucks, vans and taxis.

It is assumed that

the volume of commercial vehicle trips will remain constant
irrespective of which public transport scheme is in operation.
Three design years are currently envisaged and this enables
the evaluation of benefits that might accrue to the respective
upgraded urban transport systems in these years.
I Time Savings Accruing to the Rapid Rail Alternative .
(a) Captive users:

Captive users are defined by X
p

=

Y' + Y 1 ' ~
p
p

Daily time savings (in minutes)

=

- peak period

+

- off-peak period
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where

=

t 1

the door to door travel time in the peak peri o d
for present style public transport trips made
from zone i to z o ne j .

t 2 •. t 6

=

the respective door to door travel times
corresponding to the various categories of trip
makers and time of trip .

xpa

=

the number of pe a k period present style public
transport trips from zone i

y

=

I

p a

to z o ne j .

the number of peak period rapid rail trips made
by fo r mer public tra n sport users fr om zon e i to
zone j .

yp "'

=

the number of peak period other public transport

Cl

trips if rapid rail is in operation.

Yp B, Yp, f3 and

Yp"' f3

may be similarly explained for the

off - peak period .

[

Jj =

inter-zone travel from z one i to zone j and

i
therefore represents one way travel .

Annual time savings ATs

197

6

n
where

2

A =

the summation of all inter-zone travel; n = the

x=l
total number of zones in the ur b a n are a.

Mi

=

the peak period weighted monetary value of time
(dollars/minute) due to the variation in trip
purpose .

M2

=

the off-peak perio d weighted monetary value of
time (dollars/minute) due to the variation in
trip purpo se .
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D

=

the number of normal weekdays in a year.

The monetary value imputed to time according to trip purpose
would be determined from the summation of public transport trip
volumes by purpose for the total urban area for each period and
calculating a weighted average on this basis rather than
determine the respective trip volumes by purpose for each pair
of zones.
(b) Diverted users.

The standard procedure for estimating the

n umber of users of a particular mode in a choice of mode
situation is the modal split model and its associated transit
diversion curves.

However an important methodological point

arises in the calculation of time savings if the modal split
model is based on a time variable.

In most cases car journey

time (or door to door travel time) will tend to be faster than
transit travel time.

This fact is borne out by statistics

produced by Wilbur Smith and Associates

1

pertaining to urban

travel in large metropolitan areas of the United States.

The

independent variable that could be used in the modal split
diversion curves is the ratio of a transit time factor relative
to a car journey time factor .

If these ratios are reduc ed by

implementing a rapid transit scheme , then depending on the
slope ( or sensitivity of the curve to the independent variable)
of the di v ersion curve in the relevant range , a large or small
volume o f car users will be diverted to the public mode.

The

implication is that despite the reduction in the time advantage
of car users a number of these have been diverted and as a
1 . Wilbur Smith and Associates , Transp ortat i on and Parking for
Tomorrow ' s Cities , Table 24, p . 98.
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consequence have made trips entailing a greater time cost .

It

can be assumed that those diverted commuters who lose time will
cancel the time savings accruing to other diverted car users .
It can also be assumed that diverted car users who now make trips
involving longer travel time, are compensated to a greater
extent by other benefits such as out of pocket expense savings
and reduced tension and fatigue .
(c) Undiverted car users .
Daily time savings (in minutes).
- peak period

- off-peak period
where

t

=

the appropriate door to door travel time for trips
made from zone i to zone j.

Note - these times are interdependent of those used in the pr evious
expression .
Annual time savings

ATs 197 6

(d) Other undiverted traffic .

This category includes trucks,

vans and taxis.
Daily time savings (in minutes).
j

= [t 1Xva 1T-

t2Y 1r]
va .

0 nVp

t4Y 0 rr]
v.., .

- peak period

l.

j

+

1r

where
t

[t3X

=
=

- off-peak period

l.

vehicle occupancy rate.
the appropriate origin to destination travel times
and are equivalent to the time costs of undiverted
car users .

(69)

nnual time savings ATS

Mo

=

1976

monetar· value o
class.
MTr

=

time savings for each vehicle

The suffix o may denote : weighted average value of time savi n gs for
trucks in recognition of the variation of
truck classes utilising urban roads , or

MT

= weighted

average value of time savings for

taxi occupants including the driver .

• =
v =

vehicle occupancy rate .
the commercial vehicle class which should be
subdivided into the respective sub-classes.

Finally, it

as previously indicated that the symbolic

analysis as presented might not lead directly to an evaluation
of the economic benefits accruing to the new system.

As an

alternative, annual time savings benefits could be computed from
the normal weekday assignments to the public transport system and
urban road system by expressing the benefit in terms of the
difference in average trip duration for the two systems, that is
between the rapid rail alternative and the base or null
alternative .

Ho wever this still requires some identification

of diverted and undiverted traffic .

Merely summing person hours

on the respective networks would be inadequate d u e to the
diversion factor and would lead to an under- estimate of the time
benefit to existing public transport users and an over-estimate
of the benefit to undiverted traffic .

( 70)

II Car Operating Cost Savings Accruing to the Rapid Rail
Alternative.
Two classes are distinguishable within this category.
Firstly variable car operating cost savings will accrue to the
diverted car user.

Secondly, variable operating cost savings

will theoretically accrue to the undiverted car user as a result
of reduced traffic congestion and the consequent increase in
travel speeds over the urban reading system.
(a) Diverted car users.

The actual calculation of this benefit

appears somewhat difficult due to several alternatives available
to the diverted car user with regard to the use of his car.
Firstly he may abstain from using the car entirely.

Secondly

he may take a "kiss and ride" journey to the rapid rail station
and either the car may return to the origin of the trip and then
remain unused or another person may use the car for the purposes
of another or other trips.

Finally the diverted car user may

retain the use of his car and park it in close proximity to the
rapid rail station.

For simplicity it will be assumed that the

diverted car user opts for the first alternative.

Unfortunately

on the basis of this assumption an over-estimate of the benefit
is likely.
Assuming the car driver bears the cost of operating his car
then,
Daily car operating cost savings

=

j

$ [(csps-f )d(X-Y)]
o a
rr
c c .

- peak period

1

+

j

[ (c s 0 ps - f
)d(X -Y )]
u µ
rr
c c .
1
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- off-peak
period

=

the average peak period travel speed bet een
the t o zones, (on base system road network)

seps

=

the average

0

f-peak period travel speed

between the zones, (on base system road network).

c

=

0

variable car operating cost per mile
corresponding to the average peak travel speed.

c

=

u

variable car operating cost per mile
corresponding to the average of~-_peak travel
speed.

f

rr

d

=

the fare per mile via rapid rail transit.

=

the distance (in miles) between zones i and j.
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=

the sum of all inter-zonal travel.
x=l
The savings accruing to the diverted car user are
essentially out of pocket expense savings and may not
necessarily be perceived in their entirety by the beneficiary 5
(b) Undiverted car users .
Daily car operating costs vings .

=

j

$ [ (c o s a ps - c q s a rr )d Yc J.

- peak period

].

+

where

s rr
a

=

- off- peak
period .
the average peak travel speed via the road
system between zones i and · if rapid rail
transit is in operation .

=

the average off-peak travel speed if rapid
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rail tra sit is in operation.
Annual car operating cost savings
n

cocs
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n

j}

=${ 2A [ (c s ps-csrr)dY ] + 2A [ (csps-csrr)dY ] D
x=l
o a
q a
c
x=l
u 8
v 8
c i
As an alternative to the method outlined , an approximation
of car o~erating cost savings could be estimated by measuring
the difference bet een

the urban road systems with respect to

car miles produced when the alternative public transport
systems are operative.

This methods requires the use of a

"static" weighted car operating cost per mile in contrast to a
cost per mile which varies according to speed of travel.

The

methods is biased toward the diverted car user since it excludes
the situation where the diverted car user only reduces out of
pocket expense savings to the new level of out of pocket expenses
which is the rapid tra sit fare.

This apparent error would be

counteracted by the implicit rather than the explicit inclusion
of cost savings to undiverted car users as was adopted in the
other approach.
III Commercial Vehicle Operating Cost Savings
The less complex alternative to measuring vehicle operating
cost savings as just disc ssed, does not by contrast appear
appropriate to commercial vehicles, since it was assumed earlier
that the same volume of commercial vehicle trips would be made
irrespective of which public transport system is in operation.
Hence total commercial vehicle miles would tend to remain
constant under this assumption.
Commercial vehicles only benefit from reduced traffic
congestion if it can be shown that increased speeds are the
ultimate effects of the diversion of car users to public transport.
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The formula appropriate to this benefit measurement is similar
to that expressed for undiverted car users .
Annual vehicle operating cost savings - AVOCs

=$ {

r A([(k

x= 1

where

k

=

s ps-kqa
s rr)dYv]J
oa
. +
l.

197

6

[(kUµ
s ps-kVµ
s rr)dYvJJ)
.
0

0

}

D

l.

the average vehicle operating cost per mile
appropriate to the average travel speed .

Yv

=

the number of commercial vehicle trips .

The above general formula should be expanded to include
each vehicle class.

For example, the cost per mile for trucks

would be taken as a weighted average due to the range of truck
types operating within the urban area .

The derivation of this

weighted cost fig u re could be made from a knowledge of the
distribution of truck types using urban roads at each major time
period.
IV

For taxis k 0

=

c

0

(variable cost per mile for cars).

Parking Cost Savings
The incorporation of this benefit appears valid if the

demand for parking facilities (short term and long term) exceeds
the capacity and provided that consumer savings in parking costs
do not lead to a decline in revenue of the authority provi d ing
the facility.
ignored.

In other words transfer payments should be

The validity of including possible parking cost

savings is also dependent on a decision whether rapid transit
parking facilities are to be priced.

If parking areas are to

be priced then parking cost savings at downtown destinations
would tend to be offset by the charges levied at the suburban
stations .

n approximation of the potential parking cost

savings can be estimated from the number of CBD trip
destinations diverted to rapid transit .

Attention has been

focussed on the central business district since the majority
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of parking facilities in the urban area are located in this
se c t o r and also the CBD is the majo r trip attractor .
Assuming zero parking c harges at rapid transit suburban
locations , daily parking cost savings can be expressed as
follows : -

- peak period

- off-peak period

+
where pc

Cl

=

average parking cost incur red in the morning peak
period including free parking facilities .

pc

8

=

(X -Y )Dt =

c

c

average parking cost incurred in the off-peak period .
the number of car trips diverted to transit with
downtown destinations.

j(Dt)

=

a zone in the central business district .

The above expression therefore represents parking cost
savings for diverted car users with trip origins in zone i and
destinations in zone j of the CBD .
Annual parking cost savings - APCS
n(Dt)
= ${
n(Dt)
where

l

x=l

6

197
j(Dt) n(Dt)

A[pca{(X -Y )Dt}]
c c
i

+

I

x=l

j(Dt)
A[pc {(X -Y )Dt}J
8
c c
i

l

A = inte r z onal travel with downtown destinations .
x=l
The assumed benefit resu l ting from pa r king cost savings

would requir e fu r the r invest i ga t i on par ticularly wi th r ega r d t o
the projected supply o f parking facilities .

Pa r king patterns

are assumed to bear some relationship to trip purpose, h e nce
s u pply and demand will be influen c ed by trip types diverted to
rapid tr a nsit .
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}n

The foregoing discussion and symbolic analysis of
quantifiable benefits is strictly theoretical and is in no real
way related to actual experience.

The significance of the

benefits that have been outlined is very much dependent on the
diversion of the peak period car commuter to the public mode of
transport.

It is hoped that this important factor will be

placed in its correct perspective outside of theoretical
considerations at a later point.

6.3 The Monetary Valuation of Benefits
Unlike investment in forestry development or water resource
projects the expected yields associated with investment in urban
transport are of a more diffused and intangible nature.

Although

the capital and , to a lesser extent, operating costs of transport
facilities , are quite readily identified and calculated, benefits
present particular problems.

Apart from the diffjculties of

estimating future patterns of travel demand , the values imputed
to user cost reductions are the subject of a good deal of
arbitrary and intuitive decision.

Because there appears to be

no correct approach and even more importantly no basis for
suggesting one, it is appropriate to consider the methods
adopted in similar and related projects and on this basis to
consider the most appropriate approach that could be followed
in the economic evaluation of the proposed

transit schemes for

Auckland .
I Time - The valuation of time benefits presents by far the
greatest problem in evaluating the economics of the proposed
projects for several reasons.

Time benefits are usually the

major part of total benefits of investment in urban transport
projects and highway improvements .

Such projects are to a

large extent justified economically on the rather dubious
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grounds of time savings benefits .

Unfort nately , there is no

satisfactory market relationship which provides the basis for
imputation; the closest approximation is the wage rate which
in a perfect economic world is the marginal rate of substitution between income and leisure.
Foster and Beesleys

1

cost-benefit study of the Victoria Line

in London revealed that time savings benefits were approximately
fifty per cent of present day value total benefits.

The

economic assessment of the London - Birmingham Motorway 2 showed
that sixty per cent of total benefits were comprised of working
time savi ngs.

Assumptions regarding the utilisation of time

saved had to be made in order to justify this figure.

Leisure

time savings were excluded from the assessment due to the
difficulties of valuation.

The Sta ford Research Institute3

reported that approximately forty per cent of direct benefits in
the form of time savings would accrue to the rapid transit
system proposed for the Southern California Rapid Transit
District.
Associates

Finally the study undertaken by Development Research
4

of the l ashington Area rapid transit system revealed

that time savings were seventy per cent of total benefits .
An extremist view recorded by St. Clair and others 5 , states
that "there is some disposition to regard the measurement of
benefits as nothing more than an exercise or as a tool of
propaganda or publicity for the particular type of improvement
that is advocated.

This is particularly true in the use of time

1. op cit.
2. Coburn, T.M. Beesley , M.E. and Reynolds, D.J. The London
Birmingham Motorway, RRL, Road Research Technical Paper, No. 46.

3. Stanford Research Institute, Benefit-Cost Analysis - Rapid
Transit System - Southern California Rapid Transit District.

4.
5.

op cit.
St. Clair , G.P., Todd, T.R. and Bostick, T.A., 'llighway User
Benefits", Highway Research ~ecord No. 138 , 1966.
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savings and the even more subjective comfort and conve ience
factor".

'/hile note

irely sharing this view it is apparent

that more ratio al means need t

be sought to solve this

intractible problem ; despite imperfect Knowledge the attempt
to place monetary values on these inta gible factors is a move
i n t e correct direct.on to provide the basis for more effective
decision making .
A number of approaches ha e been adopted in valuing
consumer time sa ings.

St. Clair and others have listed

our

such approaches:1) ~he trade-off method - here the value of time is measured
through increased speed as against the increased costs in the
form of fuel , tyres , etc . a sociated w·th the i creased speed.
The approach has been used in relation to road improv~ments.
2) The willinbness to pay method - the mean value of time is
measured statistica ly by comparing the preferences for
travelling on toll roads and alternative free roads.

3) The wage rate principal - the valuation of time is valued at
the salary or wage rate.

4) The alternative cost method - under this approach the value
of motorists travel time is deter ined by the highway costs
tha t are incurred to provide time savings of a given
magnitude .
It is apparent that what little work has been done in this
field relates more specifically to highway ir.vestment.
Irrespective of this handicap the second and third methods do
have some apparent basis for further investigation since they
relate more to the individual consu~er ad his behaviour .
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Moses and ~illiamso n

1

similarly state that "two techniques have

most commonly been used to estimate that part of highway
benefits accounted for by savings in travel times.

One ignores

the problem of consumer choice between alternative modes, - the
income or productivity method values travel time according to the
worth of time in work and assumes that individuals are free to
choose the combination of income and leisure that is optimal .
The second method rests on there being a choice between modes
(or between alternative routes for the same mode) with different
time and mone y out lay characteristics".

This has been termed

the pure cost approach whereby travel time savings are valued
according to the money cost differentials between the modes and
routes .
The main advocates of the latter approach are Claffey
Thomas~

2

and

One of the main difficulties in this approach lies in

isolating the time savings benefits from other road user benefits
and apportioning the toll differential accordingly.

Claffey's

researches evaluated an average passenger car users value of time
as being 2.37 cents per minute.

This is a contrast to the 2 . 58

cents per minute of $1.55/hour/passenger car (or $0.86/hour/
person) recommended by the American Association of State
Highway Officials

4

in 1960.

The study undertaken by Thomas

estimated the value of travel time for commuting motorists from
1. Moses , L.M . and I illiamson Jnr. , H.M. "Value of Time, Choice of
Mode , and the Subsidy Issue in Urban Transportation" , Journal
of Political ~conom y, Vol . 7 1 , No . 3, June , 1963.
2. Claffey, P.J . "Characteristics of Passenger Car Travel on Toll
Roads and Comparable Free Roads", qigh ay Research Board
Bulletin, No. 306 , 1961 .
3. Thomas, T.C. "Value of Time for Commuting Motorists" , Highway
Research Record, No . , 245, 1968 .

4.

American Association of State Highway Officials, Road User
Benefit Analysis for Highway Imp rovements , vashington; AASHO ,
1960 .
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the behaviour of motorists in eight areas of the States where
the individual faced a choice between a toll road and a free road
in their trips to and from work.

The results of the study

e n.abled a recommendation of "the use of .S2.82 per person hour as
the value of tr a vel time savings for commuter trips of more than
ten minutes and more than five miles in highway economy studies".
Thomas considers that "even though a value of time factor has
been used for ye a rs in highway economic analysis, relatively
little reliance can be placed on the accuracy of the values
chosen.

The most common value $0.86 per person per hour (AASHO)

can be justified only in that it represents current opinion of a
logical and practical value.

Research into the value of time

has increased in recent years, but even the latest efforts are
unsuccessful in determining values that can be used with confidence
in a variety of situations".
To a certain e xtent , any decision to place a value on time
saved on trips made for purposes other than work will depend on
the number of possible alternatives available for which that
time can be utilised.

Stated in a slightly different way, time

is not an homogeneous quantity having equal value from one time
period to another.

Moses and Villiamson

1

point out that the

iillingness to pay studies frequently do not distinguish
be ween trips made for different purposes.

However, Thomas'

study, was in fact confined to the commuter work trip.

Another

similar study of the value of time to the ~ommuter was undertaken by Lisco 2 who concluded that typical suburban commuters
are willing to pay at a rate approximately fifty per cent of
their wage rate to save on their trips to work.
1. op cit.
2. Lisco, T . E. "Value of Commuter ' s Travel Time - A Study in
Urban Transportation", Highway Research Record , No. 245, 1968.
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Quarmby

1

records from his studies that walking and waiting

times are worth between two and three times in-vehicle times ,
therefore yielding an average value of time equivalent to one
quarter to a third of the wage rate.

Lisco's studies

similarly revealed that in vehicle times were not valued as
greatly as terminal or excess travel time .
Reconsidering the question of time utilisation , Tipping

2

states that "time is inextricably bound up with so many other
non-monetary factors as to make its separate evaluation very
dubious.

There is the theoretical objection that the value of

time depends on the consumption mix for which time is needed" .
Thus time is a complementary good and confers a level of
satisfaction in association with the activity involving the
utilisation of time.

For non-work activities it could be argued

that the greater the number of alternative uses of a certain
time period the greater the value of that time.

The same

reference also states that "if wo rking time can be saved and put
to some other productive use then there is a benefit to the
economy .

If working time is saved and converted into leisure

time, then there is a benefit to the individual concerned and
this could be measured theoretically at the rate appropriate
to the individual .

Hence the monetary value of time savings

arguement can be approached from a point of view of producer or
consumer .
Another apparent difficulty related to time utilisation
which is particularly relevant to the current study is the
1.

uarmby , D. A. "Choice of Travel Mode for the Journey to ',fork" ,
Journal of Transport Economics and Policy , Vol. 1 , No. 3 ,
September , 1967 .

2 . Tipping, D.G. "~ime Savings in Transport Studies", Economic
Journal , Vol. 78 , No. 312 , December , 1968.
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valuation of dissimilar increments in time savings.

Of necessity

time savings benefits are averages and the measurements of these
are biased toward the summation of total time savings accruing to
broad categories of trip types and as such, the individual
valuation of a given time interval is lost in the aggregate form.
The dilemma that is apparent can be expressed by querying whether
one thousand people saving one minute is equivalent to 100 people
saving 10 minutes.

St. Clair

1

suggests however that there is

some evidence that many motorists behave as if minute time
savings were a major objective.
The most notable contribution on the other major approach
2
to time valuation is that of Wingo • He states that "in a
perfectly competitive economy, the primary condition for the
optimum allocation of labour among production possibilities is
the equivalence of the worker's marginal value of leisure with
the marginal cost of labour to the firm or the wage rate.
Implicit in conventional labour market theory is the assumption
that the amount of a worker's input into the production processess
is equal to the amount of leisure time he gives up.

In fact,

however, this equivalence does not hold, the worker gives up more
leisure time than he puts into work, and the difference is the
time spent travelling on the journey - to work".

The

necessary free-choice assumption is irrelevant in an imperfect
labour market with its institutionalised wage and salary
agreements.

(In some instances the opportunity costs of leisure

time may be greater than the wage rate and may be equivalent to
1. op cit.
2. Wingo, Jr. L., Transportation and Urban Land, p.p. 52 - 61.
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the overtime r ate) .

Wingo states that "given the fact that

industry purchases labour at the manifest hourly wage rate , the
inference arises that the time-costs of the journey to work enter
the production costs of the local f"rms as a component of their
labo ur costs" .

Empirical evide ce is provided by firms located

on the periphery of large urban areas which have to offer premium
wages and transportation cost coLcessions to induce labor to make
the extended work trip .
ihen roster and Beesley
Victoria

1

made tleir economic appraisal of the

ine , they used values of ?s . 3d . per hour for journ ys

made in vorking time and 5s . per hour in non-working time - this
wa

stated as being an arbitrar y value .

Dawson

2

states that

current valuation of non-working time by the British Ministry of
Transport is placed at 3s . per houre
Research Corporation Ltd.~ in the

By contrast the Traff"c

erse side Area Land Use

Transportation Study , suggest that "ndividuals on average were
prepared to pay 7/6d. per hour on the journey to work .

This

evaluation ,as based on an analysis of how much people were
prepared to pay to travel by car when this offered a time advantage
- this fiJure was therefore a measure of convenience as well.
In concluding this section, the consumer val ~tin of time
appropriate to the curre t study of rapid tran~it for the
Ackland urban area would appear to be optimally based on an hourly
average wage rate .

The results of " willingness to pay" studies

1 . op cit .
2. Da •son, R . F . "°' . , "Highway Project Appr::iisal ", lanning and
Transport Resea er ~nd Computatio. Co. Ltd. 1968 .
3 . Traffic Research Corporation Ltd ., "The efinition of Economic
Evaluation Procedures", M. A. L.T.3. Tec•nical "Peport . o . 17, 1969.
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based on an

merican experience would be difficult to apply eve

though there appears to be some consistenc
their r e search .

in the results of

These results are inextricably linked with

levels of income and livings andards and on that basis,
paral els are lard to draw.

Comparable studies have not been

undertaken in New Zealand therefore eliminating the possibility
of a similar approach .
Taking Wingo • s

1

theoretical exposition as the basis f or the

va uation of time savings accruing to trips made for ~ork
purposes , analysis of recent salary and wage statistics
an average hourly wage rate* of $1 . 20 per hour .

2

reveals

This average

figure is applicable to both car commuters ad public transport
commuters even though there tends to be an income differential
between the two types of urban travellers .
The valuation of non- ork time is more difficult.

As a

theoretical base it is suggested that average earnings be applicable
to hours of work activity plus hours of leisure activity .

Thus

non-work time would be valued at a rate of a r rroximately 40~ of
the average hourly wage rate , i . e . $0.45 per hour.
Due to the apparent dissention in opinions of the appropriate
value of time it is imperitive that any benefit analysis
incl u ding the fact o r of time savings should also incorporate a
sensitivity analysis .
be imputed to time .

That is a range of monetary values should
Economic worth of the propo s ed schemes

should be tested on the basis of three va ues f or the same time
1. op cit.
2. New Zealand ~ept . of Statistics , New Zealand Prices , , a g es ,
Labour 1968 . Tables 30 , 32 .
* inclusi e of overtime , bonuses and al
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allowances and special
paynents .

factor.

It is suggested that the appropriate values could be:-

1) the basic values calculated for wok and non-work time

factors.
2) 50% of these basic values.

3) 25~ of these basic values.
Time Savings to Commercial Vehicles .
The most comprehensive reference on commercial ve.icle time
savings is the special report published by the Highway Research
1

Board.

It lists four methods by which time can be theoretically

valued.

Two of the approaches are similar to those outlined for

private cars - the
cost method.

·11ingness to pay method and the alternative

Neither of these appear to have a practical

application by reason of the lack of empirical data and nonapplicability to the project currently being considered.

The

other two methods are termed:1) the net ope ating profit (revenue) method.

2) the cost savings method.
The net revenue approach is based on the premise that time
savings are used to operate additional revenue miles at a
reduced average cost per mile.

The method assumes that the

increase in output of transportation service increases over a
range in which marginal reve.ue and marginal variable costs are
constant.

ractical applications o

this approach have therefore

made a number of finite assumptions regarding revenues and costs.
n hour of tiwe saved was calculated as being equivalent to:a

average hourly wage rate of drivers.

b) net operating profits (after income taxes) reduced to an hourly
basis.
1. National Co-operative Highway Research Programme Report
Values of Time Savings of Com~ercial Vehicles.
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33 ,

The cost saving method is based on a reduction of those costs
which are not variable with miles of operation.
time savings

It assumes that

lead to a saving in resources required to perform a

given volume of output.
Both methods purport to be based on the theory of the firm.
"The net operating profit method is an application to the
trucking industry of the profit maximising principle.

Those

costs which are variable only with hours of operation will not
increase when a firm operates additional revenue miles in the time
saved due to a technological change".

The key determinant

reg a rding th e utilisation of this approach is the elasticity of
demand for road carrier service.

If potential demand before

improvement exceeds the supply of road carrier service then the
opportunity exists for the performance of additional revenue miles.
The cost saving method is "an a pplic a tion to the trucking industry
of the principle of cost minimisation under conditions where those
costs which are variable with hours of operation, are reduced as
a result of time savings which decrease the hours of operation,
even though the same number of revenue miles are operated".
Beesley and Reynolds

1

evaluated time savings for the London-

Birmingham motorway on this cost savings approach - one hour of
time costs (maintenance and establishment costs) and interest for
one hour on any saved vehicle investment costs.

Both approaches

agree that drivers' wages are a valid approximation of the value
of time saved.

The question of fixed cost savings is debatable

and is best excluded from current consideration.
Data that would give an indication of the elasticity of
demand for trucking services in Auckland is non-existent hence
a minimum approximation of the value of time to commercial
1. op cit .
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vehicles is provided by the wages of the vehicle occupants .
Because drivers wages vary with truck capacity it is necessary
to kno

the average wage for each major truck class and the

distribution of these truck classes within the urban area.
Although probably not relevant in the current situation the long
run effects of more optimal vehicle fleet utilisation may be a
subsequent reduction in the number of vehicles to produce the
same level of output.

Knowledge of the utilisation of time

saved and the determinants of road carrier demand are therefore
the crucial factors necessary for an empirical study.

An

empirical study would also have to take cognisance of the
structure of the trucking industry.
The value of time saved for ancillary vehicles (vehicles not
operated on a hire or reward basis) can be measured on the same
basis as licensed goods service vehicles .

This suggestion is

based on the argument that a firm operating an ancillary vehicle
or fleet of vehicles recognises the opportunity costs involved , i.e .
the real costs of ancillary vehicle operation are equivalent to the
costs that a competitive carrier would incur plus the percentage
profit factor.

However in some cases where economies of scale

are pos ible and vehicle fleet utilisation is maximised in
relation to a licensed vehicle , a commercial or industrial firm
operating its own fleet of vehicles will be able to distribute
its goods at a lower cost than a licensed carrier.

The

measurement of time savings accruing to ancillary vehicles
according to the net operating profit approach would therefore
depend on the elasticity of demand for the firms product(s).
In conclusion it is suggested that the a ppropriate valuation
of commercial vehicle time savings for the Auckland cost-benefit
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study should be the wages of the vehicle occupants .

The

potential for these time savings to accrue to commercial vehicles
and the significance of this time in relation to daily patterns of
operation is the other major consideration on this topic.
The Relevance of Time Savings to Commercial Vehicles.
J.M . Owens

1

in his investigation into the economics of truck

operations in urban areas of Australia produced some interesting
results .

He states "that it is well known that the pattern o f

urban goods movement differs in space and time from the peak hour
commuter movement" .
Nilbur Smith and

This is also supported by the findings of

ssociates

2

in their statement "when truck

activity is related to automobile traffic , the pronounced auto
peaks are not evident for truck travel.

Moreover the greatest

t 'ruck activity occurs between the two passenger car peaks".
Other salient facts are as follows:

In the United States, the

percentage of trucks in the general traffic flow ranges from
10% - 20/ of any traffic count irrespective of city size or
particular land use .

Almost 7510 of trucks operating within

the urban area are light trucks 'Uld in the typical twelve hour
working day (6 . 00 a . m. - 6 . 00 p . m.) the average truck is in motion
only 2 1~ of the time .

Owens ' analysis of the freight forwarding

secto r of the trucking industry showed that "the influence of
tra~fic delays on the tra el time of trucks on collection and
delivery work is considerable , stationary delays plus excess
running time amounted to between 19% and 42% o f t otal tr~vel t i me
in the cases studied .

However because of t~e rather high

pro~ortion of total operational time spent at the depot and at
cli en ts premises, traffic delay amounted to only

5%

to

.

Bfo of . total

operational time ".
1 . Owens , J . M. " Economics of Truck Operations in Urban Areas " ,
roceeding s 2nd Conf . ,ustralian Road Research Board . 1964 .
2 . Wilbur Smith and Associates ,
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otor Trucks in the Metropol i s .

The results produced by ,ilbur Smith and

ssociates and Owens

indicate the insignificance of minor time savings that will likely
accrue if a rapid transit system is adopted in Auckland .

Research

on commercial vehicle time savings in general has largely been
orientated toward inter-city trucking operat·ons there reduction
in time length of line haul operations are significant.

The

utilisation of minor time savings will not enable additional
revenue miles nor will it lead to a significant saving in
resources needed to produce the same output of road carrier
service .

Over and above these suppositions it st·11 has to be

shown that the diversion of peak period car commuters leads to
decrease in urban traffic congestion and an increase in urban road
speeds .
The principles outlined are equally as applicable to taxi
operation.

Any time savings accruing in periods of peak demand

may lead to additional revenue miles .

However if the same

volume of demand is forthcoming then the savings in time cannot be
utilised.

If it is assumed that total hours of operation

remain constant then time savings do not lead to a saving in the
costs of vehicle operation or drivers labour costs - real or
opportunity.
It has been intimated that some existing type CBD orientated
buses would continue to operate within the Auckland urban area
irrespective of whether a new public transport system is adopted .
Time savings therefore would theoretically accrue to this class of
traffic.

Time is an important component of bus operating costs

due to the high proportion of total cost attributable to drivers
wages.

Although any significant changes in bus operating costs

will be reflected in the cost side of the cost-benefit analysis it
is pertinent to point out that assumptions regarding time
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utilisation are necessary if the time saved is a valid benefit or
cost reduction .

Thus time savings should lead to more

optimal labour utilisation and in the long run more optimal
utilisation of vehicles as reflected by a decline in the rate of
increase or replacement of buses.
II Vehicle Operating Costs
Mention was made previously that the use of link speed data
in relation to vehicle operating cost reductions was dependant
on available cost data .

The handicap imposed by the apparent

lack of relevant data suggests that detailed investigations into
these benefits on the basis of theoretical speed changes is
unwarranted .

It does not appear feasible to rely on American

cost data due to the dissimilarity in travel conditions and
vehicle size and the closest approximation to New Zealand
conditions are the results produced b y two Australian
investigations .

The desirability of sensitive cost information

as a basis for benefit assessment is obvious .

One of the

objectives of the study undertaken by Pelensky and others 1 was
to provide a practicable method for the calculation of benefits
to road users to be expected from road or traffic management
improvements in urban areas .

Comprehensive data were produced

on the variable cost components of car operation at speeds
ranging from 5 mph to 32 mph .

The study was approached from the

point of v iew of the individual car user and did not attempt to
exclude indirect tax components .

The real cost of resources used

in the urban transportation sector is the major concern of a
cost-benefit analysis approached from a national viewpoint; hence
sales tax and petrol tax should be excluded f r om the capital
c o st and variable cost components .
1 . op cit .
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In the event of ~peed changes over the urban reading system not
being detectable by the incorporat:on of capacity constraints in
the modelled networks, then static average cost figures could be
used to measure the benefit of vehicle operating cost savings.
It would be assumed that total annual miles would di
road networks according to
operation.

er between

hich public transport system was in

Depending on closer investigation the source of such

cost data could be in the case of private cars, the work of
Currey

1

2
and the N.Z. Ministry of Transport •

In the case of

commercial vehicles, various possible sources are the N.Z.
inistr
of

of Transport, the work of

infrey 3 and the

1

.z.

inistry

orks.

III Vehicle Ownership Costs
Several cost-benefit studies of transit investment have
endeavoured to incorporate reduced ownership costs as a
quantifiable benefit.

The impact of a new public transport

system could be profound and could be instrumental in reducing
the rate of growth of vehicle ownership.

It appears

particularly dif~icult to incorporate this as a quantifiable factor
and reliance on intuition and individual assessment is necessary .
Just wha

im act rapid transit would have in this sphere

ould

be determined by the reduced levels of traffic congestion.
1. Currey , Gu .B. " Survey of Frivate Vehicle per ting Costs" ,
Australian Road Research, Vol. 4 , No. 3 , 1-.-:irch 1970 .

.z . Ministry of
2 . Economic Research and Planning Division ,
Transport , Car and Truck Operating Costs, January , 1970.
3.

infrey, R. Economic Analysis for Highways.
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The relev nt
a

avin s ~n ownersh·p costs would be : -

capital cost<~ cl

b) insura
c ) ~ee

ive of indirect tax) .

e coots .

a.d l i ence costs .

, garaging costs .
Th

nc u ion of time depreciation costs a . ~ intere

lea

ch rges wold

o a double counting if the vehicle purchase price ·as also

included .
Pro ·ected rates of car and commercial vehicle ownership would
have to be compared on a
an

iith or

ithout rapid transit basis before

quantitative assessment could be made .

Unq u a tifiable and Inta gible Bee its .
ne of the critical areas regarding the usef lness of costbenefit analysis as a decision making t00

is the determination of

the magnit de and sig ificatce of unquantifiable and inta1gible
be efits.
factor
cost

Hence it is usual to find a qualitative analysis of these

accompanying the results of the disco ·ntin 0

of the monetary

ad ben fits.
In the current st dy , in order to increase the effectiveness

of a cost-benefit a alys·s of public transport investme t ,
add.tional investigatio
required .

of the less easily quant·r· d benefits

s

The cost of trarr·c accide.ts is a case in po·nt.

quali ative ana ysis of the indirect be e f it of traffic
accide.t cost savings and externalities and inta gibles s u ch as
aesthetics , tra fie noise and air pollution costs , i
possible s·nce non

o~ ~he alternative

•th re sonable certaint

not

chemes h ve been def"ned

and secondly bec~use oft e inhibiting

factor of a lack of research r·ndings .

,ot

ithstanding the~e

limitatio s , it would be necessar• to ha ea consider be diversion

(9?)

of vehicular traffic at present entering the congested central
urban area in order to reduce the incidence and seriousness of
traffic accidents and to reduce the intangible social costs.
External effects such as the long run effect on the prices
of goods and services in the urban area arising from induced
l o cational changes appear equally difficult to determine .

6. 4

Summary of Quantifiable Benefits
In the final analysis the benefits which can be assigned

monetary values are time savings, vehicle operating cost savings
and parking cost savings.

It was previously stated that travel

demand could be estimated for three non-consecutive years (1976 ,
1981 and 1996) .

It is necessary to impute annual monetary

values to benefits over the project analysis period, thus
benefits accruing in intermediate years would have to be
estimated by simple interpolation accordingly;

5
where B
i

=
=

benefit
a particular benefit category

In summary and tabulated form the annual direct and indirect
benefits that are to be discounted to present day v alues - are
as follows.
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Table

9.

Quantifiable benefits accruing over the project life.

~uantifiable Benefits

Total Present
Discount ed Value

PERIOD
Construction period

5 years ; no benefits

Year

A. Direct Benefits

Annual
Value
$(000)

a . Time Savings 1 •
1 . Captive public
transport users .
b. Car operating
cost savings.
Parking
cost
c.
savings .
Annual Total

A

p

Year ? ••.• Year

P.D.
Value
$(000)

0

A

p

= project

Same format as
year 6.

Nil

"

Nil

"

Nil
Nil

0

p

A

0

r,

p

II

"

"

Nil

II

Annual Total
where N

:

"

B . Indirect Benefits
a . Time savings·
1 • undi v erted car users .
2 . Commercial vehicles .
b . Car operating cost
savings
undiverted
car users .
c . Commercial vehicle
operating cost savings

-

0

Nil

6

analysis period:

0

= optimistic

imputed value of private individual time savings;

A= average or best estimate of the value of time; P
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= pessimistic

value of time .

It is assumed that the construction period would be five
years hence benefits would accrue initially in year 6.

However

this assumption may not be realistic since the financial
constraints imposed by a large capital cost system may necessitate
a staging of the various elements of the investment plan.

This

could mean a modi~ication in the basic concept of a particular
alternative and reinforces the need to undertake a financial
feasibility study along with the cost-benefit analysis .
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INVESTMENT CRITERI
7 . 1 The

~

ELATED ASPECTS

ppro p riate Interest Rate .

The determination of the appropriate discount rate is the
major conceptual problem of cost-benefit analysis.

The

impression conveyed in review articles (Prest and Turvey

1

and

2
Henderson ) indicates that there is no general consensus of
opinion as to the specific or appropriate discount rate which
takes . account of the marginal productivity of investment and
time preference .

Henderson concludes his article by stating

that "the main issues which arise in formulating investment
criteria for public enterprises are far from settled , •• • • this
results from inevitable differences of opinion abo t what
practicable or tactically wise .

s

Vhen it comes to translating

broad objectives into decision rates and operating procedures ,
what appears to be the most suitable course of action is bound
to depend on judgements about how much can be done in given
circumstances" .

The gap between theory and practice is

noticeably wide .
Feldstein3 notes that currently "most economists have
begun to recognise that in a mixed economy with market
imperfections and multiple interest rates no single discount
rate can be taken as a measure of both time preference and
productivity of capital.

e

Nevertheless, much co t-benef·t

writing has been a search for such a single discount rate with
1 . Prest , A.R. and Turvey , R., "Cost-Benefit Analysis : A Survey','
The tconomic Journal, Vol. 75 ,
o . 300 , December , 1965 .
2 . Henderson , P. J ., 'Investment Criteria for Public .wnter rises,
in Public nterprise, (Ed . ) ~u~ ey , ~. , p.p.86 - 169 .
3. Feldstein , 1:.s., "The Social Time Preference ::Ji~count ate
in Cost-Benefit nal sis" , The Economic Jo rnal , Vol. 74 ,
June , 1964.
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normative significance for public expenditure decisions".
Feldstein 1 , in another paper records that the long-term
go ernment borrowing rate has been used to find the discounted
present value of annual benefits and costs ever since costbenefit ca culations were first made during the 1930's by the
United States Bureau of Reclamation and Corps. of Engineers.
The

ustralian Treasury Dept.,

of 5.5 per cent for

2

has suggested a d"scount rate

ustralian conditions.

This rate

consists of two elements - the long term bond rate at 5 per
cent and an allowance for risk and uncertainty of 0.5 per cent.
Feldstein has criticised the theoretical weaknesses inherent
in the use of such a discount rate; these are , that interest
on the public debt is not the "cost of capital" to the
government and secondly that the long term rate is not equal
to the ~isk-free return expected to be realised on capital
invested in alternative uses".
lternatively two other types of discount rates have been
advocated; the social time preference rate and the social
opportunity cost rate.

The social time preference function

assigns current values to future consumption streams and
according to

eldstein

11

is a normative function reflecting

societ 's evaluation of the relative desirability of
consumpt"on at different points in time".

The social t"me

preference function must re~lect public policy and socia
ethics and incorporate a judgement about future economic
1 . Feldstein , M• .S ., 11 pportunity Cost Calculations in CostBenefit Analysis" , fublic I'inance, Vol. 19, J·o.2, 1964.
2 . Commonwealth of australia , '~nvestment nalys"s1 Supplement
to the Treasury Information Bulletin, July, 1966.
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conditions.

The social opportunity cost of a public investme t

project is the value to society of the foregone next best
alternat~ve ·nvestment project.

Expressing the value as an

internal rate of return yields the social opportunity cost rate.
It is not one of the purposes of this report to examine
in detail the theoretical arguements and criticisms associated
with each discount rate concept.

It has been argued that either

the STP or the SC rates should be used exclusively, but recent
literature has recognised that both rates need to be
incorporated in evaluating public investment projects (~ckstein
2
and Feldste in ) .

Feldstein 3 records that "a more sophist·cated

concept of the social opportunity cost rate tha
~idely accepted by

1

is becoming

merican economists and that has been

recommended to the United

tates Bureau of the Budget for

ge eral u e, is a special weighted average of market interest
rates and corporate investment yields, desig.ed to recognise
the incidence of taxation and to reflect f nds
both consumption and investme t".

1ithdra,n from

As already noted it is now

advocated that this weighted average interest rate be combined
with the social time preference rate.

The practical

application of this ap roach is limited by the dif iculties in
emp"rically determining the social opportunity cost rate.
1

uch o~ the cost-benefit wr"ting has been concerned with

the duality problem of differing interest rates in the public
and pr"vate sector

if a social disco nt rate is used.

In

der"ving a social opportunity cost rate reference is made to
the productiv·ty of investment in the private sector as the
1. Eckstein , Otto , "· Survey of the Theory of PubL.c
Expendi ure Criteria" in Publi c Fina ce , (Ed . ) Houghton ,

• •,

p.p.216-276 .
2 . Feldstein, M. S ., "Net Soci-:il :Senefit Calculations enc. the
ublic Investment Decision' , Oxford Economic apers, Vol. 16,
arch, 19€4 .
3. op cit.
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opportunity cost of funds withdrawn from the private sector .
The social opportunity cost value should therefore reflect the
source of funds and their productivity in these alternative
uses .

The practical economist however, is necessarily

involved in sub-optimisation where investment decisions in the
public sector are subject to budget ry constraints or capital
rationing .

Thus as Feldstein

1

asserts public investment

projects in practice, are likely to be financed by funds withdrawn both from alternative public projects and from the
private sector.
In selecting an interest rate appropriate to New Zealand
conditions for a public investment such as a rapid transit
system it is necessary to consider the source of finance for
the project and the nature of the projects excluded by the
use of resources in the marginal project.

In practice it is

doubtful that investing in the public project is going to
displace any potential private investment a~d/or consumption,
due to the budgeting of limited expenditure in the public
sector .

Investing in the public project is more likely to

displace alternative public projects.

Measuring the social

opportunity cost of such projects is difficult since many of
the spillover of indirect effects frequently defy monetary
assessments.
In addition to raising finance by taxation the Government
may borrow internally or externally .

Feldstein, in general

has criticised the use of the internal long term government
interest rate on the grounds that it is the instrument of
monetary policy and is therefore politically exogenously
determined .

Specifically , J . T . Ward

2

has pointed to its

1 . op cit .
2 . Ward , J . T . , "Cost-Benefit Analysis for Auckland's Rapid
Transit System" , Auckland Rapid Rail Symposium , August ,
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1969 .

inappropriateness to New Zealand conditions.
Prest and Turvey

1

have concluded that "discussions about

social rates of time preference , s o cial opportunity cost, etc .,
do not cut very much ice in most empirical work, and we have not
been able to discover any cases where there was any
convincingly complete application of such notions" .

"',ar d2 has

noted that New Zealand is currently paying approximately

8 per

cent on external borrowing and suggests that this rate should
be applied to the discounting of costs and benefits of internal
projects .

This rate reflects the "cost of capital" rather

than a specific evaluation of social time preference .

By using

a discount rate in excess of thelong term security rate, greater
economic efficiency is obtained in the p ublic sector.
In their cost-benefit analysis of the Victoria Line, Foster
and Beesley3 incorporated a sensitivity analysis in the form of a
range of interest rates.
for the Auckland study .

The same procedure should be ado pted
Although the discount rate has been

selected on the basis of what appears to be logica l ly app ropriate,
the use of a sensitivity analysis allows for any incorrect
judgement or evaluation of social time preference by decision
makers.

The discount rates appropriate to the Auckland cost~

benefit analysis of rapid transit can be set at

6 per cent, 8 per

cent and 10 per cent.
7 . 2 Pr oject Life
The project analysis period is often governed by the economic
life of the project .

In the case of a rapid transit system ,

the cap ital assets have varying service lives.
Meyer, Kain and
1 . op cit .

ohl

For i n stance,

4 in general, place the economic

2 . op cit .

3. op cit .

4.

Meyer, J . R . , Kain, J . F. amd Wohl, M. , The Urban Transportation
Problem, Table, 57, p. 178.
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-~ I
life of the rail track and stations at 50 years as against 30
years for the rolling stock .

Foster and Beesley

1

under-

estimated the economic life of the Victoria Line to guard
against obsolescence and decided on a fifty year period .

The

difficulties of accurately determining the useful life of a
project have been outlined previously.

As an aside, it should

be noted that the higher the discount rate and the longer the
period, the less the significance assumed by any errors
incurred in estimating the life of an asset .
Despite the problems imposed by the uncertainty of future
technological developments the project analysis period is
restricted by the benefit side of the analysis.

Transportation

planners consider it unreasonable to expect that urban travel
demand can be forecasted with any degree of reliability for
periods greater than twenty five years.

Reasonably reliable

estimates of annual benefits are therefore restricted to this
time period .

In deciding on a project analysis period of

twenty five years, estimates of the value of non-depreciated
assets are required .

7.3

Treatment of Uncertainty
In this study several methods have been advocated in

allowing for various types of uncertainty .

These are firstly ,

the use of contingency allowances in estimating project costs;
secondly , the use of a range of values imputed to provide
individual time savings; and thirdly , the incorporation of a
sensitivity analysis in the form of a range of discount rates.
Various sources point out that uncertainty can also be allowed
for by limiting the economic life of the project.

Such a

procedure is an adjustment for technological advance but is a
matter for subjective judgement .
1 . op cit .
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By the use of a sensitivity analysis of discount rates
on adjustment for a risk premium addition has in a sense been
made .

The Australian Treasury Information Bulletin

that this

1

notes

ype of adjustment is appropriate where uncertainty

about the magnitude of costs and benefits is greater
latter stages of a project .
this category.

at the

Public transport investment fits

However as Henderson

2

suggests, the size of

the risk premium is arbitrarily determined .
An overriding factor of uncertainty is contained in the
estimation of urban travel demand .

Experience from completed

transportation studies often shows forecasted levels of interzone travel to be incorrect by quite large margins in later
years.

Allowing for this element of uncertainty wo 1,1d lead

to a complicated matrix of results which could in turn lead
to problems of interpretation as to the appropriate or
acceptable result.

In any case the normal estimates of travel

demand provided by the transportation study would have the
highest probability of being realised .
The suggested adjustments for uncertainty are subjectively
determined and are not b ased on any formal probability concepts.
Nevertheless allowing for every poscib e form of uncertainty
would inevitably complicate the task of the decision maker.
Too may assumptions limit the practicability of cost-benefit
analysis.

7. 4

Investrent Criteria
The arg~~e ts concerning the optimum criterion (present

value v internal rate of return) are essentially academic and
the ranking of projects is usually similar whichever criterion
1 . op cit.

2 . op cit .
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is used, provided that the internal rate of return approach
yields a unique result.

Both criterion require the

determination of a social rate of discount.

Intuitively the net

present value approach is more acceptable by reason of the
psychological advantage it possesses in making a direct comparison
of benefits against costs.

Use of the internal rate of return

approach would probably show most projects yielding some form
of a return, but screening alternatives by use of the minimum
acceptable social rate of return is slightly less convincing
when the results are to be interpreted by non-economists .
Symbolically stated the net present value decision formula
can be expressed as:b1
(1+i)

+

b2 + •••• bn
(1+i) 2

>

(1+i)n

=

c1

+

(1+i)

(1+i)

2

(1+i)n

series of annual benefits in year 1,

2, ••••• n.

=

series of annual costs in year 1,2, ••• n.

i

=

appropriate social rate of discount.

s

=

value of non-depreciated assets.

In the absence of constraints, the criterion may be formally
stated as - select all alternatives where the present value of
benefits exceeds the present value of costs and in turn accept
the alternative which maximises net present value.
1ith specific reference to the rapid transit alternatives
proposed for Auckland , the possible costs and benefits enumerated
in previous sections can be drawn together for the final analysis.
Following the classification given on page

33, the absolute costs

of each alternative may be expressed symbolically as follows : -
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U.

=
=
=
=

. j

=

costs of traffic accidents .
externalities .

j

1

=
=
=

base alternative.

2

=

rapid rail transit alternative .

3

=
=

rap"d bus transit alternative.

0.
J
01

•

J

J

here

4 . . . .. . m

construction costs.
operating costs of new public transport facilities .
operating costs of other public transport services .
urban tra sport facility user costs.

1,2 , 3 , etc ., and ,

other possible alternatives .

Benefits of a ne

sche. e are def·ned as reductions in user

costs , traffic accident costs and externalities.

In the case

of the rapid rail trans·t scheme benefits may be expressed as
follows:-

=

user cost savings (includes direct and indirect
ben~fits)

2

1

=

savings in traffic accident costs.

=

reduced externalities .

Costs of a new scheme are incremental to those incurred
under the base alternative .

In relation to the rapid transit

scheme costs may be expressed as follo s:-

2

1

=

rapid rail facility construction and land
acquisition costs ( i ncremental capital costs).

2

-

o1 =

operating costs of rapid rail system faci l it·es
less the operating costs of extended
facilities of the base system.

0

x

=

operating costs of existing public transport
services that are subseq ently replaced by
rapid rail trans·t services .
(104 )

0

=

x

01

01

1
2
operating costs of existing or base system public

• =
0 1

transport services (other than new services; total=

01 + 0'1)
01

2

=

operating costs of existing public transport facilities
that are retained if the rapid rail system is
implemented.

It should be noted that since a rapid transit system would
partially replace the services operated under the base system there
is an implicit saving in operating costs of these base system
services.

The resources saved may then be regarded as being

transferred and used in operating the services of rapid rail
transit.

Thus the exact magnitude of the rapid rail system

operating costs

is given by:-

- 0x *
By discounting future cost and benefit streams and
expressing all terms as total present values, the criterion for
choosing between the rapid rail system and the base system
would be:-

(U1 - U2) + (A1 - A2) + (E1 - E2) > (K2 - K1) + (02 - 01) - Ox
(Benefits)

(Costs)

or alternatively:-

> 0
x
*Note - that all operating costs exclude interest charges.
- 0 ]

i.e. the rapid rail system alternative must yield a positive
present net vorth.

Similar expressions may be derived for

comparing other proposed alternatives.

The most desirable

alternative would be the project that maximised net present value
subject to any financial, legal, administrative or urban planning
constraints.

Any relevant constraints have not been evaluated
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in this study .

The significance of possible constraints would be

more easily determined when investigations were in the final stages
and alternatives had been more clearly expounded.
One of the frequently cited objectives associated with
transport investment is to minimise transportation costs .

Thus

in addition to the net present value criterion for selecting the
opt imum project , an alternative criterion would be to select the
alternative which minimised urban transportation costs .

Both

criterion yield the same results as is shown by the following
rearrangement of cost and benefit categories:net present value criterion
(U1 - U2) + (A1 - A2) +(E1 - E2) > (K2 - K1)+ (02 - 01) - Ox
Transposing terms pertaining to each alternative;

Substituting for Ox

(Ov

K2 + 02 + 0'2 - 0'1 +

=

0'

1

- 0' )
2

2 + A2 + E2 < K1 + 01 + U1 + A1 + E1

By expressing each alternative in terms of absolute costs a
decision can be made as to the best alternative , thus:
Base alternative

c1 =

Rapid rail
alternative

c

2

=

K2 + 02 + 0 ' 2 + u2 + A2 + E2

Rapid bus
alternative

c3

=

K3 + 03 + 0 ' 3 + U3 + A3 + E3

~here

c 1 , c2

and

c

3

are total public and private costs for the

urban transport system.
The advantage of the cost-effectiveness approach (in theory)
is that the base alternative enters directly into the decision
(106)

formula , whereas in the cost-benefi~ analysis where incremental
costs and be.efits are compared , the base a ternative is
retai ed onl)
present worth.

·r the proposeo alternatives ha ea negative net
In practice , the approach or criterion adopted ,

would depend on the method of estimating ~e efits .

For instance

if time savings 1ere determined by estimating the char.ge ·n time
o~ travel an

multiplying b

the respective user categor

annual volumes then the cost-benef·t approach should be adopted.
If

o ever time savings were determined by estimating the annual

total per on ad vehicle hours performed on each alternative
system then a cost-effectiveness analysis would be appropriate.
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Table 10 .
Item

Social benefit and cost balanc e sheet .•

lternative I (iapid rail
transit)

Ass ed : 5 yr
Con truction p rio ~
25 yr roject analyE s
period .

Alternative II ( apid
bus tr'"'n~.i. t)

Interest Rate

8

6,.j

lnterest

B. Indirect

osts

C. "otal Costs
D. Direct 3enefits•
~ . Indirect Benefits
F . Total Benef'ts
Social Net

resent

ortr

(:::' - C)

artially derived fro,

....
....

10

....
....

....
....

DV$(000) ~DV (000)

....

....
....

....

table

PDJ ( 00)

....

....
....
....
....

ate

10%

IPD '$(0 0) ~DV$(0LO) 1~V$(OOO)
A. Direct Coste
( a) Capital coats
( b) Annu'll costs
less
(c) Terminal nondepreciated value .

Alter ati ves III • ••

....
....
....
....
....

....

....

....

....

....

••• •

....

....
....
....

•• ••

....

....

9.

** Incl des the most logical value of private indivi ual time sav
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....

gs.

....

he f llowing is a su g&vt~
co si"erati

J

pro ramme of important

lead"ng to the choice of the

~~i

um

lternative.

It assumes th t the covt- ene "t approach is adopted .
(I)

Summar

of quantifiable benefits and costs(Table 10 , ~age
108).

(II)

ualitat· e eva u~tion of unq ant"fiable "nd"rect costs .

(III)

ualitative evaluation of unquantif"able indirect benefits
and inta gibles.

(IV)
r)

'valuat ~ n of releva t constra~nts.
~va uati

of si nifica t as u.pt" ns a.d c n~iderat·on of

the poss"ble means of improving cost a~ ben f"t estimates
and mi.imising the sub"ecti e eleme.

conta·ned in ma·or

assumptions .
(VI)

-ecomma.dation as to the o timum alternat· e .
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VITAL IS SUES AND CO CLUSIONS
8.1 Possible Solutions and the Diversion Issue .
The solution to the urban tr a nsportation problem essentially
involves a shift in the balance of usage between the pu blic and
private modes of urban transport; more specifically, a shift away
from the peak period use of the private car for trips whose
destinations focus on the central urban area.

A number of

alternatives have been suggested, but seldom implemented, to
promote the necessary change or impose restraint.

Possible

alternatives range from "doing nothing" to undertaking revolutionary new investment.

Both of these alternatives are impracticable.

The first because doing nothing implies a denial of the congestion
problem or that con g estion will eventually rationalise both
transportation facility usage and land use ac c ording to the free
market principle but at the exp e nse of considerable soc i al cost
in the form of sprawled uncoordinated development.

The second

because tec h nical constraints and cost currently prohibit such
developments.

Between these two extremes lie two other main

alternatives; the regulation and control of transport facilities,
and secondly, the implementation of new but traditional investment.
The first of these alternatives attempts to increase the capacity
and service level of urban roads through a minimum of investment through more optimum road and facility pricing, through
institutional changes such as staggered working hours, larger
volumes of goods deliveries in off-peak hours, reducing vehicle
size and through such factors as the encouragement of car pooling
and the more extensive use of off-street loading facilities.
Apart from the political and technical constraints there is not a
universal agreement as to the validity of marginal social cost
( 1.,0)

pricing of urban roads .

Sharp

1

and Lichfield

2

have pointed to

some inherent defects of the congestion tax and its inability to
optimally allocate resources .

In an imperfect economic world

the dominance of second best criteria in related spheres of
economic activity may eliminate the advantages of adopting an
optimum road pricing system .
Most attempted solutions of the urban transportation problem
h ave been of the second type, either through providing urban
roads and motorways or when scarce urban land limits space for
new roads through the upgrading of the public transport system .
The optimum outcome of the public transport approach is dependent
on the diversion of car users to the public mode.

Although a

desirable objective of investment in public transport would be to
improve the transport opportunities of those who for various
reasons do not have access to private transport, when the
investment is considered in terms of the second of the main
objectives (relieving traffic congestion) and the social benefit
and cost calculation, the diversion factor is the crucial issue .
One of the recommendations embodied in an OECD 3 report on
urban transportation suggested that "there is no urgent need to
improve the speed capabilities of rail vehicles for intra-city
transportation.

More attention should be devoted rather to

improvements in the quality of public transportation service inorde r
to provide the urban traveller with meaningful alternatives to
private transportation .

Most of the empirical evidence tends to

suggest that constructing rapid transit does not attract the
1. Sharp , C.H., "Congestion and Velfare Reconsidered" , Journal of
Transport, Economics and Polic y, Vol.2, No .1, January, 1968 .
2 . Lichfield, N. , "Planner/Econom ists View of Road Pricing" .
Traffic Engineering and Control , Vol . 9, No .1 0, February,1968 .

3 . Panel Report, Future Directions for Research in Urban
Transportation, OECD, 1969, pp. 20 - 21 .
(1 1 1)

' hl I s 1 invest~ga
t.ions
.
•
.o

private car user in significa.t volumes .
reveal that ra~id rai

transit h~s been able to avo"d pass nger

reduct"ons in some ins ances , but only through the extension of
the system or thro gh other capital improvements, the full costs
of

h"ch are not attributed to the transit system or by the

He

uotes ~he cases of New ·or, Chicago ,

and

oronto where patronage ha

seven or e"ght years.

hiladelphia , Boston

generally dee ined over the l a t

Several causal

actors could be operative

,......

in this decline, eg . cha ~ing CBD e .p~oyment structure .
0¥

sers .

the comparatively ne~ systems a . d extensions operating in

orth

merica , Cleveland and Toront , increa ed patronage for

approximately t o years after the completion date, but thereafter
patronage steadily declined.

,oh

t erefore cone udes that "the

mere co struction of a rapid rail transit facil"ty or system
w·11 not mabica_ly increase ridership and be selfs pporting".
ilbur Smith and Assoc ·ates2 suggest that bo

land

se

trends and consumer prefere .ces point to ard incre si..gly car
om· ant

rba. regions and that in terms of c rrent tranv~ort

capabilit"es most urban areas are capable
~o

... iz~d tra~spor.

It is also su

f adapting to

ested that ne"ther

economic a . alysis nor transportation history suggest a
uignifica.t return to

ublic transportation, despite its

continued im ortance in selecte
sit ations are
th~eshold sue.

situations .

here travel corridor densities a preach a
th t rapid rail or bus transit p tentially have

,o 1 , M. , " rb n Tra .sportation

Vol. 35 ,

?.

The selecte

o. 8 ,

th.:-", ~""' .. fir: -DF,ineer..:.ng,

.a , 1965.

ilbur Smith and Associates , Lr~.~0ortation
for 'l'omo ro
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c · ties .

a cost adva . tage over a car dominant urban transport system ,
(detailed system cost comparisons have been made by leyer , Kain
1
ohl ) .

and

The Buchanan report

2

recognised the inevitability of the

private car and its dominance as the ma ·or tra "" fic problem.
Conseque.tlJ one oft e importa t recommendations made in the report
was the n eed to modify transport routes and lad use to preserve
accessability ad environmental standards - a need therefo e to
struct u re and adapt the urban area to enhance the advantages of the
private vehicle.

Grea er use o

public transport was a so

advocated but orly through realistic alternatives and through
creating ircreased public awareness of the urban tra sport problem ,
its costs ~nd trade-a fs.
If left to free choice and under present prici g policies,
rising car o·: ershi
de~a ds

and co sumer preference point toward expanded

or urban road ca acity.

,il1ia~son3 o

The study by }oses and

a sample of Chicago commuters revealed a reaso~ably

inelastic demand for pr · vate tr ~sport.

It · as

ound that to

divert 50~ of car users to public transport the dai y cost of
trave

would have to rise by $1 . 20 .

substitution were also revealed b

Low elasticities of
the

act that i

fa~es were

reduced to zero less than one fifth of car users would be diverted
to public transport .
by

Hedges

4

has noted that the study undertaken

harles River hssociates for the U. S. Dep~rtment o

evaluated the

o

owing e ~ec s o f free transit in the

Transportation
oston a r ea :

• 4eyer , J.R ., Kain , J . F . and loh , M., mhe Urban ~rars portation
Problem , pp. 171 - 309 .
2 . Buchanan , C.D ., mraffic in Towns .

3. Moses , L . r. , a d , illiamson , H. F. , ''Value o "" r;:'ime , Choice of, ode
ad the Subs.dy Issue in Urban rarsportation~ Journal of
Political Econom y, Vol . 7 1 , No . 3 , June , 1963 .

4.

Hedges , C . A., ".n .:valuation of Commu er Tra .. sportation
r.lternatives" , Hi g hway Research Record , No . 296 , 1969 .
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(a) free transit would reduce car work trips only by 6 to 7 per
cent and would have

an even smaller impact on non-work , off-peak

trips ; (b) the fare elasticity of demand for transit travel was
only about 0 . 17 per cent; and (c) the cross elasticity of demand
for car travel with respect to transit fares was only 0 . 138 for
work trips .
Although comparatively few studies have been undertaken of
demand elasticities and cross elasticities between modes , the
results of completed studies are sufficient to indicate a low
response by car users to changes in pricing or travel costs.
More significantly wnen basic comparisons between Chicago , Boston
and

uckland are made, the American cities exhibit characterictics

far more conducive to high capacity public transport usage .
Boston and Chicago possess populations and central city and urban
area population densities greater than Auckland and the American
cities evolved under dissimilar periods of prevailing transport
technology .

' iilbur Smith and Associates

1

find that population

density patterns generally reflect a city's age and the modes of
intra-urban transport that prevailed during its formative years.
An interesting graph shows that Chicago and Boston in 1960 had
population densities of approximately 14 - 16 thousan~ while the
respective central cities reached a population of 350 , 000
between 1870 and 1880 .

In contrast San Diego , California (with

1960 population of 836 , 000) achie v ed a c omparable central c i t y
population in 1952 but had a density of only about 2 . 8 thousand
per square mile .

Bearing in mind that measures of size and

concentration are artificially biased by definitions of urban limits ,
Auckland had a central city population of 151 , 800 in 1968* (total
1 . Wilbur Smith and Associates . Transportation and Pa r king for
Tomorrows Cities, Figure 7, p . 15 .
* S o ur c e : New Zealand - Population , Migration and Building
Statistics , 1967- 68 , Dept . of Statistics , Tables 11 and 12 .
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population, 577 , 300) and an overall population density of 3.2
thousand per square mile .

Nilbur Smith and Associates

1

also

note that the highest densities of car ownership are found in
the old central cities such as Philadelphia and Boston .
Auckland ' s pattern of development - low population density and
more rapid population growth in outer suburban areas , has in part
been stimulated by the inc reased use of the private car .
if demand elasticities were

valuated in

Thus

uckland it would be

logical to expect that the results would indicate a low response
by car users to improvements in the level of service of public
transport .

Coupled with the information derived from

American experience of rapid rail transit the insignificant
substitution effects would tend to indicate that a large scale
investment is not the solution to Auckland's urban transportation
problem and the financial difficulties of public transport .
Nothing is more evident than the fact that there is no easy
answer to the problem.

Superficially the solution appears to

require a realistic alternative to the private car appropriate to
the density of urban development , in association with a system
of restraints on the use of urban roads , or alternatively, more
efficient use of the capacity of the private vehicle.

Here

again it is necessary to make the qualification that imposition
of a system of restraints may further encourage decentralization
and urban sprawl .
8 . 2 Urban Transportation and Land Use
Plowden

2

has noted the generally accepted principle that

the control of transport facilities is the most powerful means
available to the town planner to bring about a desired pattern
1 . op cit .
2. op cit . p . 24 .
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of land use .

Yet one of the most important factors inhibiting

the development of an efficient public transport system is the
decentralization of the central city .

1
eyer et al . ,

consider

that in addition to technological developments in transport and
freight handling , high labour costs and advancing technology
have made it desirable for more manufacturing operations to be
placed on a continuous process or automatic material handling
basis , thereby increasing space requirements and forcing industry
to relocate in areas where the cost of land is not prohibitive .
At the same time decentralizing forces have been only slightly
counter-balanced by other developments such as expanded
managerial control functions.
One of the popular arguments for building rapid transit is
the possible secondary benefit of central area redevelopment.
Meyer et al., investigated the validity of this hypothesis in
relation to American cities an d found an inverse relat i onship
between public transport use and urban growth (including both
the central city and outer rings) .

The cause of this

relationship is that central cities with well developed public
trans port systems are usually older cities which generally
exhibit slower growth rates and have less vacant land .

Current

urban transport technology does not appear therefore to act as a
centripetal force in urban development .

In addition urban

renewal programmes tend to reinforce natural decentralizing
tendencies .

Hearle and Niedercorn

2

state that "within project

areas the major impact of renewal is to double the land area
devoted to industri al uses and to triple the area used for public

1.

op cit . pp .

44-48.

2 . Hearle , E . F . R., and Niedercorn , J . H., The ImSact of Urban
Renewal on Land Use, R~nd Corporation, RM-41 6-RC, June, 1964 .
(116)

~ - -----,

purposes.

Residential area is sharply reduced, commercial area

increased and street area remains approximately constant .

Urban

renewal projects, if current practice continues, are changing
substantially the land use character of the area where they are
located.

Since such projects occur mainly in older sections,

and such sections tend to be toward the centres of the cities ,
urban renewal appears to accelerate rather than retard the
decentralization of residential population".
The interrelationship between transportation and land use
indicates the dynamic nature of an urban area and the problem
of defining the appropriate objectives of urban transport
investment.

In this respect Meyer et al.,

1

consider that "the

rate of adjustment of urban location decisions to new
technological conditions, if not the absolute character of these
decisions, will always be influenced and sometimes obfuscated
by the inertia of existing circumstances and commitments.
Urban change tends to proceed in a slow evolutionary fashion.
The net effect is to create a complex set of urban problems in
which it is sometimes difficult to identify basic trends, much
less solutions .

However , a cogent, well defined set of

hypotheses about urban change is discernable and their testing
against available data is essential to the design of better
transportation policies for urban areas".

The interrelationship

between transportation and land use now raises the question of
whether cost-benefit analysis is the appropriate technique in
analysing the impact of a major transport investment in an
urban area.

It has already been indicated that the transportation

planning process cannot quantify the feed back effect of
1. op cit . p .

24.
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transportation on land use .

In other words land use patterns

and intensity are forecasted over the project analysis period
on the basis that the new system will not radically alter the
previous forecasts .

· ilbur Smith and Associates 1 point to the

fact that transportation facilities have had distinct but
varying impacts on urban development .

The well quoted examples

of major impact are Toronto ' sYonge Street Subway and Cleveland's
r apid rail system where many high rise buildings have been
induced to locate within its environs .

In fact one of the

popular justifications for rapid rail transit is the large
increments in local tax revenue from an expanded tax base
because of land value changes .

However these changes may only

represent a redistribution of urban activities and a transfer of
land values.

Such changes are therefore excluded from the

calculation of benefits because of the transfer effects and
because increases in land values are a form of double counting.
Improved accessability leads to land value increases but this
value is measured by the saving in transportation costs.

It

is possible that alternative transport systems may induce patterns
of land use such that a particular alternative minimises
transportation costs or maximises land values over the urban area
as a whole .

The choice of the optimum alternative would depend

on the ability of a cost-benefit analysis to take account of
the secondary costs and benefits associated with the induced
changes in land use activi ty .

The dynamic nature of an urban

area and the numerous linkages between changing activities
renders the economic evaluation of urban transport investment a
1 . op cit .
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complex and probably impossible task .

Thus Troy and Neutze 1

are led to conclude that "once we admit land use changes into
our decision making system , the simple benefit cost analysis ,
which aims to maximise net benefits from transport , becomes
inappropriate".
8 . 3 Conclusion
At the outset of this study it was assumed that questions
of density versus dispersion, patterns of living, and the
changing spatial arrangement of urban activities, would not affect
the validity of the results of a cost-benefit analysis of public
transport investment.

In support of this assumption Hoover

2

states that "most urban transport studies ignore the effect of
alternative transportation policies upon the developing land use
pattern of the area involved.

Most of the prominent designers

of such studies· have explicitly denied the existence of any
significant feedback effect" .
that land use i

Yet at the close it is apparent

responsive to improvements in transportation ,

even though there is uncertainty as to the magnitude of these
responses in specific urban regions .

Hence within the narrow

framework of minor and insignificant induced land use changes , the
main aim of this study has been to suggest a method whereby
alternative public transport projects in Auckland could be
evaluated on a social benefit and cost basis utilising data from
engineering studies and the updating of the Comprehensive
Transportation Study undertaken by De Leuw Cather and Company 3 •
As the study progressed it became increasingly evident that
much of the information necessary to complete an investigation
1 . Troy, P . and Neutze, M. , "Urban Road Planning in Theory and
Practice" , Journal of Transport Economics and Policy, Vol . 3,
No . 2, May , 1969 .
2. Ho over, E . M., "Motor Metropolis : Some Observations on Urban
Transportation in America" , Journal of Industrial Economics ,
No. 3 , June, 1965.
3 . op cit .
( 119 )

of this magnitude was not available .

Little research has been

undertaken to ascertain the magnitude and monetary costs of
important externalities of urban transport investment.

The

factor of time savings has been shown by various researchers to
bear some relationship to income yet the value imputed to time
saved by users is to a large extent arbitrarily determined .
Another important consideration is the fact that as real income
per capita rises the value of travel time changes .

Vehicle

operating cost information is limited in extent, the nearest
reliable data to be used in user benefit calculations would be
that derived from two studies

1

undertaken in Australia .

In

addition traffic accident costs , their incidence and severity
in relation to traffic conditions have not been determined in
New Zealand.

Finally there is little or no information to

support an evaluation of environmental effects although this is
a situation not unique to the Auckland study.
In addition to information gaps , a second major conclusion
is that the estimation of benefits based on the measurement of
consumer surplus is the appropriate means of correcting for the
fact that the benefit received for transport services is not
wholly reflected by monetary outlays .

In most cases the

benefit perce·ved by the user would be less than the actual
benefit since the user is probably not aware of the costs of
congestion or total vehicle operating costs per nile .

The

aggregation of all travel costs under the one demand function
enables the consumer surplus to be measured after service level
imporvements have been made.

However urban travel demand is

not specifically estimated according to the variation in total
1. op cit.
(120)

travel costs but is based on a complex interrelationship of user
soc·o-econo~ic fqctors and transports stem character·stics.

In

addition to this handicap the two competing modes situation of
urban transport leads to shifts in the demand schedules.

The

measurement of benefits therefore exhibi s considerable disparity
between theory and practice.
T

Troy and

eutze

1

have stated in their a~ticle that

"transportation studies fall short of providing a good basis
for road planning precisely because they lack the kind of economic
criterion provided by benefit cost analysis.

The more adv need

studies do compare a number of alternative improvements in the
network, each designed to give about the same level of service
(benef~ts) , but the implicit investment criteria are still crude .
Compared with transporta ion studie , benefit cost analyses
usually rest on naive estimates of network effects.

Everything

points to a marriage of bene it cost analysis with the
transportation study technique.
easily said tha

Unfort nately this is much more

done and the attempts made so

been successful.

Even the fairly

r have not

imited comparisons between

the costs of a small number of alternative networks, which have
been made in some of the more advanced studie~, are very
expensive".

In this study a

attempt has been made to link the

transportation study tee nique with the economic eval ation
through a series of symbolic formulae.

,hether or not this

atteLpt has been successful is open to further invest·ga~ion
since achieving a desirable result would depend on w ether the
transportatio
formulae.

planner could prouuce the data represented in the

Certainly no reference has been made to the

1 . op cit., p . 142 .
(121)

inevitably high computational costs that would

e incurred in an

Of necessity , there must be a

investi 0 ation of this t pe .

rade-

o f be ween t e costs and accur~cy of ex ensive investigations
and the deci ion-making value of a cost-benefit analysis based
naive es i

tes.

Even the latter approach .rou d require

considerable basic or background research before a cos -bene f it
stud

ckland could be sat · s actori y

o f rapid transit in

concluded .
n concludin 0 his paper to

he ra 'd rail cymposium J . • . Da~t

suggested that "the rapid rail scheme cay prove to be so remote
rom the
that it

esources that are like y to be made avai ab e for it,
i 1 be sho·n to be an excuse for doing nothing at all

towards the improvement of pubic tra sport services" .
fact that no

ina ce has been specifically and te tatively

allocated to the proposed solutions of
tr nsportation prob em may
ords, no bud et a r
rapid transi

he

•e

ckland ' s urban

support Dart ' s claim .

In ether

constraint ~as been imposed on the various

alternatives.

urban trans ort problem stems
specification , part from

ack o

These di

ohl
ro .

2

has stated that " par
lack o

of the

c arificat ' on or

understanding , and par

from

lack of

no le ge .

iculties can be traced to our

failure

o con·uct transport system analyses ad our fai ure to

ask a .d a . s er q ·estions such as; For ;.om is the s stem bei~g
designed?
r area for

hat a r e the goals and objectives o

the communi t

horn the system is being designed? "

,ithin this

con ext , grea er

lari · cation of u~ban transport policy and

planning ob ·ectives in hUCkland and a good deal of basic

1. Dart , J .R .' "Transportation and Tow
Rail S;y:mEosium , u ust , 1969 .
2 . .,ohl , ' .
Vol . 35 ,

'

" Urb<i
o.

Transportation
ay , 1965 .
(122)

• lanning' ,

yths" , Tra

uckland .t~pic'l

ic .l!ingineering ,

1

research is required before a realistic economic appraisal of
rapid transit can be made.

In vie'

studies a prerequisite stud

goal ~ou d be a genuine concern to

solve the problem

nd the testing o

of the high cost of such

a number of alterna ives

of varying levels of capital expenditure.
In the meantime it appears that the minimal rate of
progress of the last twenty years toward a solution , will likely
continue.

Dart

1

has pointed to an inhibiting "schizophrenic"

attitude as is evident by the siting of state housing (lower
income groups

areas remote from acceptable public transport

facilities and a reluctance to discourage non-essential
car movement in the city core .

There is also little optimism

to be derived from the fact that larger overseas cities have
failed to grapple with the congestion problem.

1. op cit .
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